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Abstract
The commercial realisation of nuclear fusion power will require advanced engineering solutions including
high heat flux components with higher performance, greater reliability, and longer lifetimes. Additive
manufacturing (AM) provides opportunities to produce components with previously unachievable geometries
in new and hard-to-manufacture materials. This project introduces the state of the art of fusion high heat
flux components and AM and then focusses on applying laser powder bed fusion to high temperature
divertor designs. Much of the work was carried out in parallel to the EU FP7 AMAZE project (Additive
Manufacturing Aiming towards Zero waste and Efficient production of high-tech metal products).
A review of material selection for divertor applications is carried out with an emphasis on the cooled
substructure. A parallel, strengths-based approach is undertaken concluding in a series of SWOT (strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, threats) analyses rather than a traditional linear downselection. Material prop-
erties including strength, ductility, thermal expansion, and thermal conductivity are graphically presented
as well as derived figures of merit for thermal stress and thermal mismatch with tungsten armour. Radiation
damage and compatibillity with operational and manufacturing environments are considered and historical
summaries of availability and cost are given. By emphasising high temperature operation and acknowl-
edging the inevitability of some nuclear activation beyond the usual 100 year limit, refractory metals and
their alloys present themselves as promising candidates, particularly those based on vanadium, tantalum,
and molybdenum. A shortage of data for these materials is highlighted, particularly under fusion neutron
irradiation, as well as the need for greater understanding of corrosion under relevant conditions.
Two novel divertor cooling schemes are then presented and evaluated via concept-level tile-type geome-
tries. The first is a design with multiple small pipes fed from the rear of the component via an in-built
manifold and the second employs an enclosed pin-fin array drawing inspiration from the electronics industry.
Both highlight features made feasible only by employing AM and use tantalum as the structural material to
demonstrate the effect of high-temperature operation on performance. 1D analytical calculations and simple
finite element modelling with 150 ◦C and 600 ◦C coolant and up to 10 MW m−2 heat flux loading demonstrate
improved heat transfer coefficients and more uniform temperature distributions. Performance improvement
over conventional designs is likely to be marginal without significant further design optimisation, but the
up to 80% reduction in material use compared with conventional concepts, higher thermal efficiency, and
opportunity to reduce or relocate pipe joints are highlighted as more significant advantages.
Work to develop laser powder bed fusion of tungsten, molybdenum, and tantalum is then presented.
First, a summary of context and recent related work is given. A through-lifecycle approach to component
development is detailed with the aim of giving an insight into critical issues related to supply chain, process
development, material testing, and component build trials. Basic characterisation of size, morphology, and
flowability of a selection of powders is used to demonstrate the high variability of current supply. This
is followed by determination of first-order build parameters and energy density required for consolidation.
Persistent cracking is found, particularly in tungsten and molybdenum, and causes including oxidation
and residual stress are posited with suggestions for possible approaches to mitigating these. The results of
material testing of small samples are given, including dilatometry, laser flash, and small punch. Small sample
numbers and high variablity prevent definitive conclusions from being drawn, but trends towards increased
brittleness and decreased thermal conductivity are shown and there are indications that the extreme thermal
conditions during processing produce β and ω phases of tantalum.
Finally a description of a new facility is given, HIVE (Heating by Induction to Verify Extremes), as
well as the results of comparative high heat flux testing of two simple copper components - one produced
by electron beam melting (EBM) and the other conventionally manufactured. HIVE can apply a constant
10 MW m−2 to a 30 mm x 30 mm testpiece in vacuum which can be cooled using a 200 ◦C cooling water
supply. Thermocouples, thermography, and water calorimetry provide instrumentation. This facility acts
as a strategic and previously unavailable intermediate concept validation step between analytical modelling
and plasma-surface interaction testing or in-situ qualification. The results presented suggest that convective
heat transfer is enhanced by the rough surface of the AM copper part, but that the component’s lower
thermal conductivity through the AM copper and across the brazed joint compared to the conventional
results in a higher bulk temperature for the same input power indicating a lower overall heat flux handing
capability.
The project concludes with a summary of key findings and suggestions for future work.
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1Introduction:
Thesis Context and Structure
v
1 Introduction and research motivation
Since the dawn of the nuclear age in the 1930s, nuclear fusion has been sought after as the cleaner, safer, and more
fuel-abundant counterpart to nuclear fission as a source of energy. The realisation of controlled fusion reactions for
sufficient durations and at physical scales suitable for use in power stations was among the greatest physics challenges
of the 20th century. In turn, the harnessing of these reactions for the production of electricity, within the constraints
of designing practical, safe, and economically viable power plants has now become one of the greatest engineering and
materials science challenges of the 21st century. This move from the research to the delivery phase of development
requires advanced engineering solutions, novel materials, and new manufacturing methods if fusion electricity on the
grid is to be viable. Chief among these challenges is the need for high heat flux components for the fusion reactor first
wall with higher performance, greater reliability, and longer lifetimes.
One such technology with the potential for widening the design window for fusion components is additive manu-
facturing (AM). AM is by no means a new technology, with the earliest commercial systems available as early as the
late 1980s, but recent years have been marked by a significant growth in the volume of research into AM, accompanied
by a shift from use as primarily a prototyping tool to increased adoption as a manufacturing option where complex
geometries, efficient use of feedstock material, or low lead times for small part counts are a priority. Much of this
industrial effort has been focussed on medical, aerospace, and automotive applications (and to a much lesser extent
fission); seeking to deploy standards for the use of a small number of historically conventional materials. The timing
is right, however, to engage stakeholders across the AM component lifecycle; namely material suppliers, AM platform
manufacturers, end users, and regulatory bodies; if the interests of additional industries are to be well represented.
Both fusion energy research and AM are fields undergoing rapid transition; the former from a predominantly
plasma physics dominated pure science exercise to one in which engineering, industrial, and increasingly commercial
considerations are the driving force; the latter from a niche (if highly publicised) technical curiosity to a mainstream
tool in manufacturer’s arsenal across a range of applications. This includes tightly regulated industries such as the
nuclear and aerospace sectors which require very well characterised material and part performance with a large body
of supporting evidence available before adopting new manufacturing techniques or materials. Both the AM and
fusion fields consist of disparate networks of researchers with (in most cases) limited resources. Fusion has its home in
academia and public sector laboratories worldwide, which, although historically better than average for their extensive
collaborative history, is still prone to either duplication of effort or over-adherence to pet projects. AM’s best resourced
effort is carried out in siloed and competing corporate R&D departments with a specific product or sales strategy in
mind. As AM becomes more established as an industrial process, the less well resourced academics are fighting against
the movement from an open and investigative methodology for process development and innovative materials towards
the sale of closed, packaged “AM solutions” tailored to those industries prepared to pay for them.
The confluence of the need for advanced engineering solutions for fusion to facilitate commercialisation and the
opportunities that AM provides at this strategic point in its adoption provide the motivation for this project —
namely to apply AM to the problem of fusion, and specifically to apply AM of refractory metals to fusion high heat
flux components. Both the application and the proposed solution are highly integrated and cross-disciplinary problems
requiring a holistic approach drawing on historical wisdom and the current state of the art. At the same time, the
increased freedom of component geometry and material provided by AM allows a fresh re-evaluation of accepted
conventions and design priorities. This project therefore aims to investigate the application of additive manufacturing
to fusion high heat flux components. To this end, the following outcomes will be pursued:
 Re-evaluate material choices for fusion high heat flux component design. This will be done with a focus on
improving component performance through high temperature operation but will also consider manufacturing
processes.
 Assess the benefits of novel concepts enabled by additive manufacturing. This will include thermal and stress
analysis of representative thermal management geometries but will also consider other criteria including manu-
facturability, weight reduction, and material usage.
 Contribute to the maturity of AM processing of the candidate high temperature materials selected above. This
will include determining the influence of build parameters on consolidation and investigating the resulting thermal
and mechanical properties.
 Validate the concepts and materials developed through the project via testing. This will include high heat
flux testing of any prototypes produced and will compare their performance with conventionally manufactured
alternatives.
Throughout the project, tools and processes will be developed to support these objectives. These will assist the
future development of concept designs as well as helping to identify the most strategic research opportunities
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2 Project Structure
Having identified the need for improved high heat flux component designs and the potential for AM to contribute to
the realisation of these designs, the project follows this route:
Research Context:
Introductions to fusion, to fusion high heat flux components, and to AM technologies.
Paper 1:
Refractory Metals as Structural Materials for Fusion High Heat Flux Components
The work begins with a re-examination of the material options available to fusion engineers with a focus on
the structural part of the component, high temperature operation, and a broader, parallel, strengths-based
evaluation methodology. This has the aim of identifying potential candidate elements and alloys and directing
future research to fill in gaps in required knowledge rather than making a fixed recommendation, though a
number of refractory metals are identified as particularly promising.
Paper 2:
Exploring Complex High Heat Flux Geometries for Fusion Applications Enabled by Additive
Manufacturing
Using the outcomes of the material selection exercise, novel cooling geometries are proposed and analysed,
focussing on features and materials made available by AM and heretofore unfeasible. Using two preliminary
designs, the potential benefits of AM are highlighted, paving the way to more optimised concept development.
Paper 3:
Additive Manufacturing of High Temperature Materials for Fusion: A Review of Recent Work,
Strategies, and Future Outlook
The acceptance of these concepts depends not only on their design, however, as the AM of refractory metals for
fusion is still very much in its infancy. The current state of the art is therefore summarised, and the results of
work are presented towards progressing the field which have been carried out as part of a wider collaborative
effort. This work enables a strategic assessment of weaknesses in the supply chain and lifecycle, including
feedstock supply, platform functionality, and material testing.
Paper 4:
Testing Advanced Divertor Concepts for Fusion Power Plants Using a Small High Heat Flux
Facility
Finally, the results of early prototype testing are presented, including a description of a new facility developed
for the purpose which provides a much needed intermediate step between analytical modelling and costly and
time consuming in-situ qualification or plasma-surface interaction testing.
Conclusions and further research:
The research is summarised and a collection of proposals for follow-on projects is given which acts as a broad
blueprint for moving forward in this exciting and complex field.
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Throughout the project there have been four core fundamentally interrelated activities, the interactions between which
are broadly visualised in figure 1. Each activity is informed by at least two others. As labelled, “objectives” define
the aims and scope of the activity, and “limits” provide quantitative boundaries and requirements within which the
task must be carried out.
Figure 1: Relationships between project activities
A few examples of these interactions are given below:
 The objective of high temperature operation is fed from concept design to the material selection, which in turn
provides both a candidate material and the limits at which it can operate.
 The objective of complex internal geometry for heat transfer enhancement informs the choice of AM technology
process development which in turn provides design guide limits such as wall thickness and overhang size.
 The results of component and material testing provide design limits for concept design and provide objectives
for strategic process development.
 The success or failure of process development on a particular material provides limits to the material selection
process which in turn can supply alternative objectives for alloy development.
This complex web of relationships lends itself to an iterative and parallel design and development process rather than
a sequential progression. The outcome of the project is therefore as much to highlight the challenges and propose a
methodology for attacking the problem it as to solve the problem itself.
3
3 Research Context: Nuclear Fusion
3.1 Overview of nuclear fusion and the tokamak
In the context of increasing global demand for energy (figure 2) and an increasingly overwhelming global consensus that
our dependance on fossil fuels for energy must change, nuclear fusion promises clean, safe, and abundant electricity via
the combination of small nuclei to release large amounts of energy with only non-toxic helium and limited quantities
of short-lived low and medium level nuclear waste as byproducts [1].
Figure 2: Predicted global energy consumption [2]
The main fusion reaction studied for use in power generation uses two hydrogen isotopes, deuterium and tritium,
due to the reaction’s relatively high cross section, low Coulomb threshold, and high gain [3]. When deuterium and
tritium fuse, they release a high energy 14 MeV neutron and a lower, 3.5 MeV helium nucleus as shown in figure 3.
Figure 3: Schematic representation of a deuterium-tritium reaction.
One of the leading technologies aiming towards the commercial harnessing of fusion energy is magnetic confinement
fusion, whereby a plasma of deuterium and tritium fuel is held within a cage of magnetic coils and heated to a point
where the nuclei fuse. The most developed of a number of magnetic confinement configurations is the tokamak [4]. As
shown in figure 4, the tokamak is a toroidal or donut-shaped machine consisting of a vacuum vessel surrounded by an
arrangement of coils as follows:
Toroidal field coils are D-shaped coils wrapped poloidally around the vacuum vessel generating a toroidal field
which confines the charged particles of the plasma.
A central solenoid acts as the primary coil of a transformer, the secondary coil being the single turn of plasma.
Current induced in the plasma by the central solenoid provides ohmic heating and produces a poloidal field,
twisting the field lines into a spiral within the vessel and further confining and compressing the plasma.
Poloidal field coils are wrapped toroidally, either inside or outside the D-shaped toroidal field coils and vacuum
vessel to further shape and control the plasma.
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Figure 4: Schematic representation of a tokamak [5]
Additional smaller coils placed inside the vessel may also be used for diagnostics or fine control.
The neutrons generated by the fusion reactions, being uncharged, escape the magnetic confinement and are absorbed
in lithium-rich blanket modules around the walls of the vessel where they deposit their energy, heating a primary coolant
for a power cycle.
Tritium does not occur naturally in nature due to its relatively short 12.3 year half-life. Estimates of global resource
place the quantity of tritium available for fusion as somewhere between 20 kg and 50 kg, enough to operate a 1 GW
fusion plant around a month [6, 7]. Serendipitously, lithium, as well as being an excellent absorber of high energy
neutrons, can be used to produce tritium via a secondary fission reaction, as shown in figure 5.
Figure 5: Schematic representation of a neutron-lithium tritium breeding reaction.
The raw fuel materials for a fusion power station are, therefore, deuterium and lithium, both of which are abun-
dantly available and easily extracted from seawater [8, 9]. Estimates of the precise quantity of these fuels required
vary somewhat, but the European Union fusion research organisation Eurofusion states that, “A fusion power station
could produce as much electricity from the lithium of one laptop battery and half a bath of water as burning 40 tons of
coal.” This corresponds to a 1 GW fusion power station using 20 g of tritium and 13 g of deuterium per hour [10].
Past and current machines have made significant progress over the last six decades demonstrating the physics and
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technological feasibility of fusing the raw constituents of deuterium and tritium at 200 million°C in a well controlled
and sustainable way [4]. The Joint European Torus (JET) in Oxfordshire, UK, for example, has produced up to
16 MW of fusion power over a short period of time [11]; ToreSupra, in France, has operated at high power for several
minutes; [12] and SST-1 in India is designed to operate for over 1000 seconds [13].
ITER (latin for “the way [to fusion power]”) is the result of a global consortium effort, and is currently under
construction in Caderache, France. ITER is designed to produce significant 500MW of fusion power for up to 600s
and demonstrate the technical and physics basis for fusion power [14]. Figure 6 shows an image of the ITER design
with some of the key components labelled.
Figure 6: Schematic diagram of ITER [14]
The next step for fusion scientists and engineers is to develop and realise a design for a machine that will demonstrate
the viability of commercial electricity production by fusion power. This machine is generically referred to as ”DEMO”
(an abbreviation of DEMOnstration Power Plant) within the European fusion community [1]. An artist’s impression
of such a facility is shown in figure 7.
Development, qualification, and utilisation of materials for use in DEMO and subsequent fusion power plants is
probably the most significant hurdle to overcome for commercialisation of fusion power [15, 16]. At the same time,
there is a particular need to develop improved components to handle the high heat fluxes imposed on the inner walls
of the vessel, particularly in the divertor region, as explained in the following sections.
3.2 Fusion high heat flux components: the divertor
As explained in section 3.1, most of the energy released from the fusion reactions is in the form of high energy neutrons
and it is this which will primarily be used to drive the power cycle of a fusion power plant [17]. The remainder is
imparted to the helium nuclei (also referred to as alpha particles) formed in the reaction. These alpha particles perform
an essential function as they, themselves, provide heating to sustain the reaction, but this process is not 100% efficient
and unused power from these high energy particles must also be managed. In addition, in order for the fusion reaction
to be sustained, stable, and efficient, this helium and other waste products such as dust and impurities from the inner
walls of the machine must be removed from the plasma.
These goals are achieved by allowing the plasma to contact the vessel walls at set locations, either by using ”limiters”
at the mid-plane or shaping the magnetic field into what is known as a ”divertor” configuration. For reasons beyond
the scope of this report, machines with divertor configurations allow higher performance plasma operations [18, 19],
and as such most currently operational and all planned tokamaks use variations on this arrangement. One such
configuration, the most commonly used, known as ”single-null” is shown in figure 8. More massive particles drift
outwards from the core of the plasma into a region known as the ”scrape-off-layer” or ”SOL” and are then transported
along the outermost field lines and impact on specialised regions of the vessel wall, the divertor ”target” plates, from
where they are pumped out of the vessel either to be recycled or disposed of.
Alternative divertor configurations are also possible and some are currently under investigation for use in DEMO
[20]. Some of these focus on lengthening the distance between the x-point and the divertor targets or modifying the
field in this region to allow particles to lose more energy by radiative processes before striking the target [21, 22].
Other configurations include multiple x-points to share the deposited power between them [23, 24]. The primary goal
of all of these alternative configurations is to reduce the peak power deposition on the divertor target, with a secondary
benefit often being to shield the divertor targets from some of the neutron flux from the core plasma. Although the
final choice of divertor configuration will have a significant impact on the peak and steady-state particle and heat flux
on the divertor targets, the core requirements as outlined in the following sections remain the same.
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Figure 7: An artist’s impression of a fusion power plant [5].
Figure 8: ”Single-null” divertor configuration [5].
3.3 Divertor target design requirements
This section outlines the key design requirements and covers the priorities for divertor target design. These are also
outlined in more detail in the 2012 EFDA PEX report [25].
Temperature
Temperature limits of in-vessel components are currently largely set by material limitations [15]. Lower bounds
are usually set above the ductile to brittle transition temperatures (DBTT) for structural materials and upper
bounds are set either by the onset of significant creep effects or, for non-structural materials, by temperatures
at which functional properties such as thermal or electrical conductivity are degraded. In the case of tungsten
armour on divertor target tiles, for example, an upper bound of 1300 °C was previously set due to the onset of
recrystallisation. More recently, following as yet unpublished results, this has been relaxed to allow up to 1700°C
on the heated face [26].
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Vacuum
In common with all in-vessel fusion components, the divertor must be suitable for use in ultra high vacuum
(< 10−9mbar). This places constraints on material outgassing and absorption, as well as on methods of joining
and manufacturing techniques [27].
Particle flux and erosion
The divertor target is subject to high fluences of high-energy particles. These particles impart energy to the
surface, generating heat, but also cause sputtering of surface atoms [28]. This will cause erosion and redeposition
of the target surface. The current baseline value for the rate of tungsten erosion is 2 mm per full-power year
of operation [29] but this is highly dependant on plasma parameters and unknown neutron irradiation impact
and may prove optimistic. Solutions are therefore being sought for ways to replace the tungsten armour in-situ
[30, 31, 32]. As well as causing erosion, high energy particle flux embeds ions in the armour material and can
cause additional surface modifications and potential material property degradation including the generation of
tungsten ”fuzz” [33].
Radiation
As well as being subject to significant high-energy ion fluence, the divertor region is subject to neutron and elec-
tromagnetic radiation [34]. 14 MeV neutrons from the fusion reactions cause material damage due to induced
dislocations, helium production, and transmutation as well as generating internal heating. These damage mech-
anisms cause changes in DBTT, increased hardness, swelling, and decreases in thermal conductivity. [35, 36].
Electromagnetic radiation imposes an additional surface and volumetric heat flux. Plasma parameters and
divertor geometry have a significant effect on the size of these effects as outlined in section 3.2 so current designs
use parameters from centrally agreed baseline DEMO designs [37].
Tritium absorption and retention
Tritium, as previously stated, is both a scarce resource and a radioactive isotope. This creates both cost and
safety requirements. Controls must therefore be in place to strictly control the tritium inventory on site at a
power station, imposing challenging requirements on the recycling plant requirements [38], and on the tritium
absorbed into the in-vessel components [39]. For the divertor target, this means selecting materials into which
tritium does not easily diffuse or in which tritium is not tightly held. Where tritium does diffuse through the
target structure into the coolant, the feasibility of detritiation must be considered.
Maintenance and lifetime
Cost and availability modelling for a baseline DEMO design has placed a requirement on the lifetime of divertor
components of two full power years [40]. This makes the divertor target a regularly replaced component over
the lifetime of a fusion power plant. Activation within the vessel means that all such maintenance tasks must
be performed via remote handling [41]. The divertor target (or a cassette assembly carrying the target) must
therefore be removable and replaceable remotely, and this must be considered at every stage of design.
3.4 State of the art of divertor target design
3.4.1 Past and present machines
Compared to the latest research machines and future fusion reactors, the design and materials selection requirements
on divertors in past fusion devices have been significantly less stringent due to relatively low heat loads and neutron
fluences and shorter pulse durations, eliminating the need for actively cooled components, and allowing inertial cooling
between pulses.
Early machines used bare steel walls, gradually upgrading to carbon in the form of graphite [42, 21] or carbon fibre
composites (CFC) as heat fluxes increased. As reducing tritium absorption and dust generation became increasingly
critical, metallic beryllium and tungsten have become the materials of choice [18]. When the first wall of JET, the
largest operating fusion experiment, was replaced in 2011 [43] a passively cooled tungsten divertor target was chosen
as shown in figure 9 with the remaining in-vessel components either beryllium or tungsten-coated CFC.
More recently, in order to test plasmas with more representative divertor power fluxes and in preparation for ITER,
a number of machines have installed water cooled divertor targets; most notably the WEST upgrade to ToreSupra in
France and EAST in China [45, 46]. Experiments have also been undertaken with liquid plasma facing components,
e.g. [47].
3.4.2 ITER
The ITER divertor target design is a water-cooled tungsten monoblock with a copper-chrome-zirconium pipe and
compliant copper interlayer, as shown in figure 10. Sintered tungsten blocks are plated with a 0.5 mm copper layer
on the inner face and then threaded onto the pipe, before being joined using hot radial pressing [48].
The path to this design is well documented in Hirai et al. [50], Pitts et al, [51] and elsewhere.
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Figure 9: JET bulk tungsten divertor [44].
Figure 10: ITER divertor target design [49].
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Figure 11: Feltmetal ”thermal-break” concept test samples [59].
Copper-chrome-zirconium and tungsten have significantly different thermal expansion coefficients, and so their
selection as structural and armour materials respectively means that a significant thermal mismatch stress develops
between the two in operation, potentially leading to failure. A monoblock design ensures that the tungsten armour is
captive, and if delamination between armour and structure occurs (as it has during testing [52]), although performance
will be degraded, loose pieces of material will not immediately be released into the vessel. The use of small ∼20 mm
tiles also reduces the stress due to thermal expansion, at the expense of a large part count and large number of joints
to be qualified. Water cooling at 120°C and 3.3 MPa provides a low-risk technology with a high performance. A
twist-tape inserted into the pipe aids uniformity of heating and increases critical heat flux [53].
3.4.3 DEMO divertor concept design
The divertor target in DEMO will be subject to similar steady state heat loads as ITER, but will be subject to a
significantly higher neutron flux and total fluence causing material property degradation, in particular to the copper
chrome zirconium inner pipe [54, 55, 56]. The ITER divertor design, unmodified, is therefore unsuitable for use in
DEMO and an alternative design is needed [1]. Within the European EUROfusion consortium and elsewhere, a range
of tasks are seeking to explore a number of proposed concepts that can be broadly grouped into the following categories:
Water cooled or ”ITER-like”
Modifying the ITER baseline design is seen as the lowest risk approach to designing a divertor for DEMO
[25]. Using materials qualified for ITER and water as a coolant with fission pressurised water reactor conditions,
concepts have sought to optimise the original copper interlayer geometry, use Eurofer95 reduced activation ferritic
martensitic (RAFM) steel or copper-tungsten laminate pipe, or reduce the interlayer stress through compliant
or ”thermal break” interlayers [57, 58, 59]. Most of these concepts have remained ”pipe in monoblock” designs,
though some related designs using tile geometries have been considered [60]. Figure 11 shows sample-pieces
constructed to test one variant of the compliant thermal break concept.
Helium cooled
Helium provides an attractive high temperature alternative to water cooling and a number of helium cooled jet
impingement concepts have been extensively developed [61, 62, 63, 54, and others]. These concepts offer heat flux
handling capabilities in excess of 20 MW m−2 but suffer from very high part counts and significant manufacturing
challenges, as well as the inherent risk of less well developed helium power cycle technology. Figure 12 shows
one such concept.
Liquid divertors
With the extent of anticipated erosion a significant uncertainty in divertor design, an additional research stream
seeks to use liquid lithium as plasma facing material [64, 65]. These concepts face the challenges of pumping
liquid metal in large magnetic fields and of ensuring that excessive liquid is not released into the vessel. The
significant advantages of self-healing, large heat flux handling capability, and low or zero maintenance make this
a high-risk but high-gain strategy.
One or two other concepts have been discussed outside these core concept families. Figure 13 shows the normalised
pressure drop through a low temperature water-cooled high-pressure laminate jet impingement concept developed
with Oxford University and Rolls-Royce which has focused on optimisation of thermofluid aspects of the system. One
concept uses cascades of silicon carbide pebbles as the plasma-facing surface [66, 67]. Heat pipes have also been
proposed as a candidate technology for plasma facing components since at least 1998 [68], although the first practical
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Figure 12: Helium cooled HEMJ concept [61].
Figure 13: Normalised pressure drop through a low temperature water jet impingement concept [70].
demonstration of high heat flux performance by a liquid lithium cooled tantalum heat pipe under fusion relevant
conditions was only demonstrated in 2018 by Matthews et al. [69]. Notably, the authors reporting the outcomes of
this testing propose AM of refractory metals including tungsten or tantalum as a promising next step for developing
the complex internal structures required for heat pipe concepts for fusion.
More recently, work at CCFE has begun to consider alternatives using AM — one significant prompt for this PhD
project.
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4 Research Context: Additive Manufacturing
4.1 Introduction to Additive Manufacturing
The history of AM is considered to begin in 1987 [71] with the commercialisation of stereolithography. In recent years,
however, commercial and consumer interest has grown significantly, as highlighted by the hype curve produced by
Gartner shown in figure 14.
Figure 14: 3D printing hype curve [72]
This shows that industrial-scale manufacturing is still in the early ”innovation trigger” phase and is therefore likely
to face future challenges of over-expectation followed by disillusionment, but smaller scale ”enterprise” and prototyping
applications are well established and growing in maturity. Global use in industry has, however grown significantly as
illustrated by the increase in sales of metal additive manufacturing systems shown in figure 15.
Figure 15: Global sales of metal AM systems between 2000 and 2017 [73]
A number of broad reviews of AM are available (e.g. [74, 75]). The following sections give high-level details of
a range of AM processes relevant to the types of materials likely to be used for high-heat flux applications. Some
processes such as stereolithography or continuous liquid interface production [76] have deliberately been excluded for
clarity and brevity due to being polymer-specific or too early in their development. These sections are then followed
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by a comparison summary of the processes discussed giving examples of advantages and disadvantages of each with
the goal of selecting the most appropriate for the focus of this project. This is then followed by a brief outline of some
additively manufactured high heat-flux concepts being developed outside the fusion community and a review of the
state of the art of AM of refractory metals — a class of alloys of particular interest.
4.2 Directed Energy Deposition
Directed energy deposition (DED) processes enable the creation of parts by melting material as it is being deposited
[77]. Polymer parts are typically produced using filament extruded through an electrically heated nozzle, while metal
parts can be produced using a range of DED processes, using wire or powder feedstock.
4.2.1 Wire
Wire fed DED processes are also known as fused deposition modelling (FDM) or fused filament fabrication (FFF).
They use a range of heating methods, including electrical arc, laser, induction, and heated nozzle, to melt the end of
the filament which is then deposited on the part being built [78]. A wide range of consumer to industrial scale FDM
platforms are readily available for polymer part production while metal processing has largely focused on steel or
lightweight alloys for aerospace [79, 80, 81]. Figure 16 shows a schematic of the Wire + Arc Additive Manufacturing
(WAAM) process for metal DED.
Wire-fed additive manufacturing has the advantage of a high build rate and the ability to deposit material in 3D. By
including multiple filaments, material composition can be tailored during a single build to create functionally graded
parts or to produce tailored or experimental alloys [82]. Material properties have been shown to be comparable to
parent material [83]. Dimensional tolerances and surface finish on as-built parts are lower than powder based processes,
however and the process is typically used to produce “near net shape” components which are then machined to the
required final geometry [84].
Figure 16: Illustration of the WAAM process [85]
4.2.2 Powder
Powder-based DED processes including Laser Engineered Net Shaping (LENS), Laser Metal Deposition (LMD), blown
powder AM, Direct Laser Deposition (DLD), or laser cladding deliver material to a part being built in the form of
powder driven by a compressed inert gas. The powder is then melted using a laser [86]. See figure 17 for a schematic
representation.
This process is more widely used for cladding and repair than to produce parts from scratch, but has been used
in a range of relevant engineering materials [87, 88]. Powder based DED has the advantage of finer geometry than
wire-based processes, but is more limited in part complexity than powder bed processes, as outlined below, particularly
with respect to overhanging features — a key requirement for structures with cooling channels.
4.3 Powder-bed fusion
Powder-bed fusion processes all share a similar methodology but vary heat input source and application. For all
powder bed processes, a 3D CAD model is generated, supports are added to the model where needed, and the model
is then sliced into thin layers the thickness of which is decided based on the material and geometry being used e.g.
[89, 90]. A layer of powder is then spread using a roller or scraper onto a baseplate and the heat is applied in a pattern
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Figure 17: Schematic representation of blown powder DED [86].
corresponding to the layer of the CAD model. The baseplate is lowered by an amount corresponding to the thickness
of the layer of the model, and the process is repeated. The following sections outline the significant differences between
the major families of powder-bed processes.
4.3.1 Laser Powder Bed Fusion (LPBF)
LPBF uses a laser as the input source and melts the build material directly. The material can be completely melted
and consolidated without the need for binder or post-sintering (though hot isostatic pressing may aid densification in
some cases). This is also termed selective laser melting (SLM). Alternatively, the powder can be partially sintered
with or without binder material (termed selective laser sintering (SLS) or direct metal laser sintering (DMLS)) to
create a green part which can be fully densified using conventional powder metallurgy heat treatments. Kumar [91]
provides a comprehensive overview. See figure 18 for a schematic of the LPBF process.
Figure 18: SLM process
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4.3.2 Electron beam melting (EBM)
EBM uses an electron beam rather than a laser as heat source, as shown in figure 19. Unlike SLM, each layer is
pre-heated, partially sintering the powder before the melting phase. This allows for a more uniform temperature
gradient in the part, reducing residual stresses, and allows more significant overhangs than SLM, since the partially
sintered powder is able to support the build throughout the process. This powder must, however, be removed in
an additional post-processing step. Small cooling channels are therefore more difficult to produce. Gong et al. [92]
provides a thorough review of this process.
4.4 Comparison of additive processes
Table 1 provides a summary of the advantages and disadvantages identified in the previous sections as well as high-
lighting a number of additional strengths and weaknesses of each process seen to be particularly relevant to this
project.
Table 1: Summary comparison of AM processes
Process Advantages Disadvantages
Directed Energy Deposition
Wire high build rate, well developed for
a range of materials, good material
properties
only near-net shape, post processing
is needed, material must be available
in wire form, hard to generate
overhanging structures and internal
channels
Powder can create shapes in 3D directly, high
build rates
better for cladding, poor final prop-
erties, not able to generate empty
spaces and channels
Powder Bed Fusion
Laser good geometric tolerance, able to
produce relevant shapes, tested with
some candidate materials
higher residual stress, harder to
produce unsupported shapes, full
consolidation and impurities due to
binder are concerns for SLS
Electron beam good geometric tolerance, easier to
create unsupported structures, low
residual stress
difficult to remove powder from small
channels due to partially sintered
powder
4.5 Additive manufacturing for high heat-flux applications
AM has already been identified as a potential tool for industrial cooling applications but has been applied only in a
limited way to high-heat flux components. A broad view outlining potential applications of metal additive manufac-
turing to cooling channels can be found in [94]. Applications to the automotive industry are extensively discussed in
[95]. Conformal cooling channels have been designed for injection moulding, but these operate at significantly lower
temperatures and heat fluxes. Electronics heat sinks and heat exchangers have begun to explore alternative geometries
for pin-fin arrangements, but conventional or electrical discharge machining (EDM) have remained the manufacturing
techniques of choice for many of these. Beyond this, one optimised additively manufactured heat transfer component
for motorsport has been identified [96] and one ”showcase” heat exchanger design has been developed [97] and although
this is described as being ”optimised”, it appears that it has not been designed for any particular application as yet
and operational regimes are unpublished.
4.6 Additive manufacturing of refractory metals
A large proportion of metallic AM development has focused either on alloys for aerospace applications such as partic-
ularly titanium and nickel superalloys or on mainstream steels or inconel. There has been an increasing interest,
however, in recent years, in a wider range of materials including those for high temperature applications or materials
which are more difficult to form. For reasons more fully explained in subsequent chapters, refractory metals are of
particular interest to the fusion community, particularly tungsten, molybdenum, and tantalum.
There are a significant number of reports of laser powder bed fusion of pure tungsten (e.g. [98, 99, 100, 101, 102,
103]) and tungsten with small additions of tantalum [104]. Both polyhedral and spherical powders with D50 between
16.76 µm and 30µm have been used. Laser powers between 90 W and 500 W have been employed and while all studies
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Figure 19: Schematic of an EBM machine [93]
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identify an energy threshold for consolidation above which near complete densification can be achieved, this threshold
and the parameters used vary widely. Layer thicknesses are mostly of the order of powder size, scan speeds between
100 m s−1 and 1400 m s−1, and hatch spacings are between 1 and 1.5 times the laser spot size (45µm to 90 µm). A
common and persistent challenge reported is fine cracking in pure tungsten, and although a heated build platform
and reduced build chamber oxygen content appear to somewhat mitigate this, only the addition of tantalum appears
to eliminate it completely. Unpublished reports of electron beam melting of pure tungsten suggest that the elevated
build temperature and almost oxygen-free vacuum build atmosphere may provide a more successful alternative to
laser-based processes.
Faidel et al. [105] achieved a maximum value of 82.5 % of full density while investigating LPBF of pure molybdenum
for fusion applications, using a 200 W laser. Multiphysics modelling and supporting experiments by Leitz et al. [106]
suggested that laser processing should be a feasible route for dense part fabrication, however. Wang et al. [107]
subsequently achieved 99.1 % dense material using a reported linear energy density of 1142 J m−1 and manged to
largely suppress crack growth by interlocked scanning strategies and building at high temperature — achieved by
insulating the parts from the baseplate using a support structure.
The low availability of fusion-relevant vanadium alloys in any form has prevented extensive investigation for AM,
but there have been some attempts to produce and process V-6Cr-6Ti powder [108, 109], resulting in promising
microstructure and early indications of strength, albeit without details of the processing parameters used.
Processing of tantalum, though less widely reported, has proved more successful. Livescu et al. [110] achieved
porosity of 0.018 % and similar mechanical properties to wrought material using a blend of D50 25 µm and 45 µm plasma
spherodized powder. Volumetric energy density of 840 J m−3 was applied with a laser power of 370 W, scan speed of
550 mm s−1, layer thickness of 20 µm, and hatch spacing of 40µm. Similar results have been reported [111, 112, 113],
though all noted the sensitivity of microstructure to choice of parameters, even if volumetric energy density remained
constant at the value required for densification.
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Abstract
Tungsten is the favoured armour material for plasma facing components for future fusion reactors, but studies examining
the use of tungsten or other refractory metals in the underlying cooled structures have historically excluded them, leaving
current concepts heavily dependent on copper alloys such as copper chrome zirconium. This paper first outlines the
challenge of selecting an appropriate alternative material for this application, with reference to historical selection
methodology and design solutions, and then re- examines the use of refractory metals in the light of current design
priorities and manufacturing techniques.
The rationale for considering refractory alloys as structural materials is discussed, showing how this is the result
of relatively small changes to the logic previously applied, with a greater emphasis on high temperature operation, a
re-evaluation of current costs, a relaxation of absolute activation limits, and the availability of advanced manufacturing
techniques such as additive manufacturing. A set of qualitative and quantitative assessment criteria are proposed,
drawing on the requirements detailed in the first section; including thermal and mechanical performance, radiation
damage tolerance, manufacturability, and cost and availability. Considering these criteria in parallel rather than sequence
gives a less binary approach to material selection and instead provides a strengths and weaknesses based summary from
which more nuanced conclusions can be drawn.
Data on relevant material properties for a range of candidate materials, including elemental refractory metals and a
selection of related alloys are gathered from a range of sources and collated using a newly developed set of tools written
in the python language. These tools are then used to apply the aforementioned assessment criteria and display the
results. The lack of relevant data for a number of promising materials is highlighted, and although a conclusive best
material cannot be identified, refractory alloys in general are proposed as worthy of further investigation.
Keywords: fusion, high heat flux, divertor, materials, refractory
1. Introduction
1.1. The divertor problem
Energy from controlled nuclear fusion promises clean,
safe, and abundant electricity and significant advances
have been made in recent history, particularly in the field
of magnetic confinement fusion, employing the tokamak
reactor design. Significant technical challenges remain,
however, and commercial viability has yet to be proven.
One of the most significant challenges faced by designers
of fusion power plants, whatever the technology used, will
be extracting heat and exhaust gasses efficiently.
For the tokamak concept, a core element of the power
exhaust system is the divertor, where magnetic field lines
are directly incident on a region of the vessel wall (the
divertor target) and which is subject to steady state heat
fluxes in the form of radiation and high energy parti-
cles in excess of 10 MW m−2 with excursions due to off-
normal events producing transient loads an order of magni-
tude higher. There is currently no divertor target design
suitable for use in a demonstration fusion power plant,
∗Corresponding Author
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either due to insufficient heat handling capability, thermal
efficiency, or component lifetime [1]. Significant effort is
being spent reducing the heat and particle fluxes incident
on the target by adapting the plasma geometry, e.g. [2, 3],
but engineering requirements still exceed capability. When
compared to designs used for ITER and other current
machines, peak incident heat flux, surface material erosion,
irradiation damage, and required coolant efficiency are all
likely to be higher, in some cases considerably [4].
1.2. Divertor target state of the art
Away from exposed liquid or vapour-based proposals
[5] [6] which have a number of significant outstanding
technical and physics challenges, leading concepts broadly
fall into two categories: water cooled pipes in tungsten
monoblocks similar to the design used for ITER [7] and
helium cooled thimbles or pipes employing jet impinge-
ment [8].
Figure 1 shows two example divertor target designs:
one ITER-like and the other a helium-cooled alternative.
The former consists of a water cooled CuCrZr pipe with
twisted tape insert surrounded by tungsten “monoblocks”
as armour and steel mounting blocks as mechanical
support. The other uses a tungsten laminate pipe with
Eurofer steel connections and perforated cartridge insert
in place of the copper elements.
(a) ITER-like [9]
(b) Helium-cooled (adapted from [10])
Figure 1: ITER-like and Helium cooled divertor target designs
A third, high pressure cascade jet impingement concept
[11] draws on elements of both of these with a focus on
thermal efficiency as well as high performance, but has
yet to be fully tested in a representative environment or a
manufacturing route proven.
1.3. Why focus on the structural material?
As shown above, the fundamental elements of these and
other divertor target concepts can broadly be divided into
the following sub-components: coolant, armour, cooled
structure, and mechanical support.
Pure tungsten or possibly an alloy thereof with
additions for ductility or self passivation are generally
understood to be the sole candidates for the armour
material due to its high melting point, high sputtering
resistance, vacuum compatibility, and reasonable resis-
tance to irradiation damage [12], though alternatives
including other refractory metals have been considered
[13].
The supporting substructure is assumed to be steel,
in keeping with divertor cassette designs for ITER [7]
and the current DEMO baseline for first wall compo-
nents, although the design is still evolving and alloys based
on zirconium, chromium, and vanadium have also been
discussed [14].
Leading candidate coolants include water and helium,
with supercritical CO2, liquid metals, and molten salts
considered for more advanced concepts [15]. Hydrogen
is used for cooling turbine generators due to its higher
thermal conductivity and specific heat, but it has histor-
ically been discounted for fusion applications because of
embrittlement concerns [16].
Between the armour and mechanical support, the
cooled structural material must be joined to the armour
and compatible with the chosen coolant, while containing
coolant pressure and conducting heat away from the
armour. The choice of this material has the largest impact
on overall component performance, driving operational
temperature, heat flux handling capability, and integra-
tion with surrounding interfaces.
Armour material choice is therefore relatively fixed and
(beyond facilitating the choice of plasma geometry) the
supporting substructure does not have a significant impact
on performance of the plasma facing components, but the
selection of coolant and the material for the cooled struc-
ture remain much more open to innovation and as such
provide a potentially strategic avenue to improvements in
performance from current designs. In addition, advanced
manufacturing techniques, including additive manufac-
turing (AM), may allow both the use of materials formerly
difficult to form and the production of optimised geome-
tries which further enhance performance.
2. Structural material selection process
The interfaces between the cooled substructure, the
surrounding subcomponents, and the operating environ-
ment lead to a raft of somewhat conflicting selection
criteria.
Recent material selection processes have focused
strongly on thermal conductivity and the avoidance of
brittle materials, maximising heat handling capability and
ease of fabrication [17, 18]. In addition, a conservative
approach to manufacturing risk and the costs of qualifying
new materials have further restricted the range of options
considered, leading to a narrow reliance on copper alloys
such as CuCrZr for water cooled designs and tungsten
for higher temperature helium cooled concepts. Refrac-
tory alloys other than tungsten have historically featured
prominently in attempts to design higher power density
concepts, but have ultimately been sidelined due to a strict
adherence to activation limits or concerns about hydrogen
compatibility [19, 20]. In addition, these studies have
tended to make decisions based on performance at a single
temperature point, rather than evaluating performance at
a range of operating conditions.
As detailed in section 6, radiation by the high energy
neutrons produced by fusion causes a wide range of
damage effects. The scale and nature of these effects
is in many cases specific to neutron fluence and energy
spectrum. It may be, in some cases, possible to partially
extrapolate trends from existing fission-based data, but
the lack of a fusion specific (i.e. 14 MeV) neutron source
means that there is almost no data at relevant damage
levels for the materials under consideration. In an ideal
case, a rigorous material selection process would compare
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both irradiated and unirradiated properties for all the
materials under consideration, giving manufacture to end-
of-life performance. The collection of neutron irradiated
data for all candidate materials is, however, both cost and
time prohibitive if commercial fusion is to be achieved,
and so strategic pre-selection is required to direct targeted
irradiation campaigns.
A fresh approach to material selection is needed which
allows a continuous re-assessment of material options
based on current knowledge, technologies, and revised
priorities while still seeking to learn from the large volume
of relevant historical research. In the absence of an “ideal”
material and complete data, a more parallel strengths and
weaknesses based approach is proposed.
An initial downselection is still useful, enabling a subset
of candidate elements with broadly attractive properties
to be compared. After a brief examination of the histor-
ical interest in and key attributes of alloys based on these
elements, each requirement is examined in turn and rather
than rejecting any candidates which “fail,” either on the
basis of lack of data or less than ideal performance, all
the materials are retained throughout. This then leaves a
greater number of possible candidates from which a selec-
tion can ultimately be made based on a pragmatic choice
with carefully considered compromises. This choice can
either be taken immediately or, if gaps in knowledge about
more promising materials are identified, can feed into
irradiation campaigns and alloy development programmes.
Divertor structural material requirements have been,
for this paper, grouped into five distinct but inter-related
categories: thermomechanical performance, radiation
damage tolerance, compatibility with operational environ-
ment (including coolant), manufacturability (incoporating
forming processes and joining to armour and support
substructure and pipework), and price and availability.
Despite their exclusion by the preliminary selection,
current preferred structural materials including copper,
CuCrZr and stainless steel 316LN (in the absence of exten-
sive data for EUROFER) are included at each stage, giving
a clearer comparison with the baseline.
3. Preliminary downselection
Figure 2 shows a flowchart for one approach to a high
level downselection method with a particular emphasis
on high temperature divertor operation, using a coolant
operating at an arbitrary nominal bulk temperature of
600 ◦C, which leads to refractory metals as candidate
materials.
As detailed in section 1.1, improved thermofluid
efficiency will be required for commercial fusion power
plants over current concepts. Selecting a coolant tempera-
ture above that achievable by the baseline concepts intro-
duces an inherent improvement over current water-cooled
baseline. This temperature is also selected to highlight
the effect of altered design priorities on the core palette of
materials.
The process used in this case begins with mechan-
ical strength at high temperature as well as high thermal
conductivity, before applying further restrictions based
on activation and then availability, cost and mechanical
performance under irradiation.
Figure 2: Material Downselection Flowchart
Melting point is used as a simple metric for high
temperature operation. 2000 K (1726 ◦C) is chosen as a
convenient threshold by taking onset of significant creep
at 30% of melting point and aiming for a 600 ◦C coolant.
Thermal conductivity is considered at room temperature
as a first step. “Low” activation materials are considered
to be those for which activation levels are below thresh-
olds as defined in section 6. “Availability, cost and irradi-
ation performance” is a more qualitative filter, enabling a
pragmatic exclusion of particularly rare or costly elements
or those particularly vulnerable to neutron damage.
The significant difference between this and previous
methods is to allow the low ductility of chromium,
and moderate thermal conductivity of vanadium, while
excluding copper and steel on the basis of their lower
melting points. Allowing molybdenum despite its less
than favourable activation leaves it as a possible additional
candidate and is retained for reasons highlighted later in
this paper. It is notable at this stage that such a high-
temperature focussed approach naturally lends itself to
the refractory metal elements and excludes “traditional”
materials including CuCrZr and steels which would other-
wise remain the baseline beyond ITER.
A reduced initial threshold temperature would signifi-
cantly widen the scope of the study, and so focussing on
refractory metals as a group gives focus to the exercise and
facilitates obtaining comparable data.
4. Overview of refractory metals
4.1. Tungsten
With tungsten as the primary candidate for plasma
facing armour, including cooling directly would be an
attractive option, rather than relying on joints which
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have historically been the location for part failures under
testing, as well as reducing the number of joints to
qualify. Tungsten’s inherent brittleness has thus far,
however, excluded it from consideration as a structural
material, particularly as the ductile to brittle tempera-
ture of traditionally manufactured bulk material is raised
above 800 ◦C under neutron irradiation. More recently,
however, cold rolled and thin laminated material, as used
in the concept shown in figure 1b above, has demon-
strated more ductility and toughness than conventional
tungsten. Attempts to introduce alloying elements such
as tantalum to increase ductility have shown additional
surface modification effects under ion irradiation [21] and
no suitable alternative has been discovered. High temper-
ature helium-cooled jet impingement concepts such as the
HEMJ design do employ tungsten doped with 1 wt.%
La2O3 (WL10) as the impingement surface, though this
is supported by a steel substructure [22] and this design
requires an enormous number of steel to tungsten welds
and a further joint between the tungsten alloy and pure
tungsten armour.
4.2. Molybdenum
Molybdenum and its various alloys are used in a range
of high temperature structural applications, due to their
high thermal conductivity, high strength, and low thermal
expansion. TZM (0.5% Ti, 0.08% Zirconium, balance Mo)
is one of the most commonly used Mo alloys; its additions
of titanium and zirconium act to increase strength and
raise the recrystallization temperature. However, TZM
in particular is not optimised for use under irradiation
and the limited, exploratory irradiation experiments to
date have raised concerns over embrittlement [23]. Various
developmental alternatives have been proposed to mitigate
these effects but are far from commercialisation. It is also
important to note that traditional Mo alloys would be
suitable only in selected high heat flux locations within
a fusion power plant; elsewhere the higher neutron fluxes
bring its activation above the permanent disposal waste
(PDW) radiological dose limit. Mitigation options for this
are discussed in section 6.
4.3. Tantalum
Tantalum has been discussed for fusion applications
for more than 20 years [24], and is an attractive prospect
for high temperature applications due to its high ductility
and corrosion resistance when compared to other refracto-
ries, as well as having similarly high strength and melting
point. A number of tantalum alloys were developed in the
1960s for space reactor applications, chief among them T-
111 (8% W, 2% Hf, < 100 ppm O, < 50 ppm C, < 50 ppm
N, < 10 ppm H) [25] which has been frequently proposed
for fusion applications, most recently as a replacement
for WL10 in the helium-cooled HEMJ design discussed
above. A variant, T-222, with 10 wt% W and 2.5 wt.% Hf,
has superior mechanical strength, though available data
is less comprehensive [26]. A range of tantalum-tungsten
alloys is more readily available, with tungsten percentages
ranging from 2.5% (Tantaloy 63) to 10% (Tantaloy 60)
with increasing hardness and yield strength and decreasing
ductility. [27]
The minimum operating temperature under irradiation
is estimated to be well over 1000 ◦C, however, providing a
formidable cooling and balance of plant design challenge.
Hydrogen embrittlement also remains a significant worry
below 600 ◦C even before irradiation. Cost and stability of
supply in large quantities have historically been cited as
grounds for concern, but are not currently as significant.
4.4. Chromium
Chromium alloys were heavily pursued in the 60s
and 70s in Australia, US and Russia as a candi-
date high temperature material via various alloying and
thermal treatment studies [28]. Once a potential rival
to the eventually dominant nickel superalloys within the
aerospace industry, the chromium alloys ultimately fell out
of favour and have found only limited applications in the
interim. Interestingly, the fusion community undertook
some coarse thermo-mechanical testing of two commer-
cially available Plansee chromium alloys in the early 2000s,
before abandoning them citing the lack of room temper-
ature ductility as a barrier to application [29]. Given
advancements in manufacturing techniques including AM,
this may not remain as significant a hurdle. In addition,
the alloys in question (Ducropur — a high purity near-
elemental product; Ducrolloy — a 5% Fe alloy to tailor
thermal expansion for specific electronic applications) were
clearly not developed for to fulfil fusion requirements with
the historical chromium studies clearly indicating preferen-
tial alloying and/or treatment techniques that successfully
offered high temperature strengthening or room temper-
ature ductility superior to the two commercial variants
considered.
4.5. Vanadium
There has been considerable interest in using vanadium
alloys in fusion applications since the 1990s [30, 31].
Vanadium alloys are inherently promising as a candi-
date structural material for fusion reactors because of
their low irradiation-induced activity, favourable mechan-
ical properties and good manufacturability. V-4Cr-4Ti is
currently considered to be the “reference” V alloy for use in
fusion reactors [32]. The nominal operating temperature
range for this alloy is of order 600 ◦C to 800 ◦C. However,
the supply of this reference material is limited with the
largest ingots to date produced in the US, Europe and
China but each only representing a few 10s kg. Further
challenges are presented with respect to its heat handling
and the prospective integrity of a W-V joint given the
moderate thermal conductivity and dissimilar thermal
expansion coefficient to tungsten.
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5. Thermomechanical performance
For many of the materials under consideration only
limited thermophysical data are available and so the
following section gives a review of several sources,
including historical studies cited above (e.g. [29, 31, 32]),
material handbooks (e.g. [27]), internal ITER project
technical data (e.g. [33, 34]), and data provided by
material suppliers (e.g. [35]). The aim is primarily to
draw preliminary performance comparisons (particularly
at high temperature), demonstrate the proposed method-
ology, and highlight key gaps in available information using
the sources above, rather than provide absolute conclu-
sions or provide an extensive database of material property
data. Graphs are plotted without extrapolation for one
data source for each property, rather than averaging, and
so data may be available from alternative sources where
there appears to be a gap.
The influence of heat treatment and thermal history is
significant for all of these materials, and values for both
annealed and stress relieved conditions are not always
available. Where possible, given the preference for high
temperature operation, enhanced ductility over strength
(in most cases), and the likelihood of extended periods of
time at elevated temperature during operation, the recrys-
talised values are used. This has a significant impact, for
example on the yield stress of tungsten, which varies by a
factor of 14 between the recrystalised and stress relieved
states at room temperature [34].
As stated above, one of the most significant challenges
facing designers of fusion high heat flux components is
the lack of fusion-neutron irradiated property data for
candidate materials at suitable irradiation temperatures,
durations, spectra, and fluence levels [12]. Sections 5.1 and
6 do begin to discuss some of the effects of irradiation on
structural materials, but in the absence of suitable irradi-
ated data this section will focus on unirradiated compar-
isons. The hope is that if promising alternative candidate
materials emerge from this new selection methodology,
irradiation campaigns will follow.
5.1. Operating temperature window
A temperature window can be defined as a guide to
describe limits within which the structural material can
best be used [36], although geometric considerations and
careful assessment of failure mechanisms must also be
taken into consideration. At high temperature, the struc-
tural material must retain its mechanical strength, usually
limited by thermal creep or increases in environmental
interactions as outlined in section 7. At lower tempera-
tures, structural properties are usually reduced by radia-
tion effects, particularly radiation embrittlement, which in
BCC materials leads to an increase in the ductile to brittle
transition temperature (DBTT) and a loss of ductility.
This window should not, however, be considered to
provide absolute limits of operation. The lower limit in
particular may be extended if guidance for design with
Figure 3: Young’s modulus with temperature [33, 26, 35, 31]
brittle materials is followed, an area of active development
for fusion reactor confinement boundaries [37]. Similarly,
by careful design and analysis, it may be possible to have
parts of a structural component operating at much higher
temperature where stresses are less significant or where
not exposed to damaging environmental conditions.
5.1.1. High temperature strength
To properly assess high temperature strength, ultimate
and yield stress and creep properties across the full
temperature range of interest are required, including
irradiated properties under fusion neutron irradiation.
Young’s modulus is available for a relatively large
number of options, however, and gives a general indication
of strength. As figure 3 shows, molybdenum and vanadium
are closest to tungsten in absolute terms, but only molyb-
denum and tantalum retain their strength at temperatures
over 800 ◦C.
Figures 4 and 5 show yield stress and ultimate tensile
strength for the materials under consideration. As justified
above, annealed or recrystalised values have been taken
where possible, though like-for-like comparative data for
all materials is not available, hence tungsten’s surprisingly
low relative yield stress. When considering ultimate tensile
strength, TZM’s enhanced ductility over tungsten gives it
significant advantages above 600 ◦C and T-111 also shows
promise across the full temperature range.
5.1.2. Ductile to brittle transition temperature
At the other end of the temperature window, the
ductile to brittle transition temperature defines a lower
bound for ideal operation. Design rules for brittle
materials such as ceramics in fusion structures are being
considered [37]. These are preliminary, however, and
ductility throughout the operational temperature range is
clearly preferable.
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Figure 4: Yield stress with temperature [33, 26, 35, 29, 27]
Figure 5: Ultimate tensile strength with temperature [33, 26, 35, 31]
The quantification of radiation induced embrittlement
poses an additional challenge, with large uncertainties
reported in the change in the DBTT of irradiated tungsten
and values up to 880 ◦C used as the baseline [38], leading to
the conclusion that at least some brittleness must be antic-
ipated if refractory metals are to be used in the structure.
Directly comparable unirradiated data for all the
materials under consideration is not available, and irradi-
ated data is sparse. In addition, fracture toughness
measurements are heavily dependent on the details of
sample geometry and test conditions. Data for percentage
reduction in area is somewhat more readily available and
figure 6 gives values for a number of materials.
This graph shows that in the pure and unirradi-
ated state, of the refractory elements only tantalum and
vanadium have particularly attractive ductility at temper-
Figure 6: Percentage reduction in area with temperature [33, 27, 32]
atures up to 400 ◦C, with molybdenum a close third. Care
should be taken, however, as even moderate quantities
of oxygen or other impurities and relatively low levels
of irradiation damage have been shown to significantly
degrade ductility [23]. In addition, DBTT (particularly
of tungsten) is heavily dependent on grain size and grain
refinement may provide a mitigation strategy if subsequent
recrystalisation cannot be avoided [10].
5.2. Thermal stress
5.2.1. Thermal conductivity
With steep thermal gradients inevitable in cooled
components subject to high heat flux, understanding and
quantifying the interaction between thermal and mechan-
ical performance is critical. Thermal conductivity is the
primary driver of this thermal gradient but, as shown in
figure 7, apart from copper and its alloys, other candidate
materials become increasingly comparable at high temper-
ature. This figure does not take into account, however, the
additional factors which affect thermal conductivity such
as grain size or the presence of impurities or defects, which
for this application will include the production of voids or
transmutation products as a result of neutron irradiation.
5.2.2. Coefficient of thermal expansion
High thermal gradients induce high thermal stresses,
particularly when joints between dissimilar materials are
considered. A lower thermal expansion coefficient gener-
ally means a lower thermal stress, but as figure 8 shows,
differentiating clearly between candidates on this metric
alone is insufficient. The challenge of joining copper or
steel to tungsten armour is well highlighted however, it is
possible to identify chromium and vanadium as an inter-
mediate group, and it is clear that tantalum and molyb-
denum alloys are much better matched to tungsten.
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Figure 7: Thermal conductivity with temperature [33, 26, 35, 31]
Figure 8: Thermal expansion with temperature [33, 26, 35, 31]
5.2.3. Thermal stress figure of merit
In order to clarify these interrelated criteria, Zinkle and
Ghoneim [36] define a figure of merit for thermal stress
M to qualitatively rank candidate materials in terms of
maximum allowable heat flux. This value is dependent
on ultimate tensile strength (σUTS), thermal conductivity
(kth), Young’s modulus (E), coefficient of thermal expan-
sion (αth), and Poisson’s ratio (ν) as shown in equation
1.
φqmax ∝ M
∆x
=
σUTSkth(1− υ)
αthE∆x
(1)
Here φqmax is the maximum allowable heat flux and
∆x is the wall thickness of a constrained plate. Thus
higher values of M indicate a better ability for a given
material to handle high heat fluxes. Figure 9 shows a plot
Figure 9: Thermal stress figure of merit with temperature relative
to tungsten
of M[material] against temperature (normalised against
Mtungsten for clarity) when applied to a 5mm thick plate
of the materials under consideration.
This graph makes it clear why CuCrZr has been such a
strong candidate for high heat flux components operating
at lower temperatures. However, the significant reduction
in strength at high temperature (figures 4 and 5) precludes
it from use above about 350 ◦C [38].
Notably, TZM emerges as an attractive prospect,
surpassing even CuCrZr, and elemental molybdenum is
comparable to pure copper. The remaining materials are
much more closely grouped, with tantalum and its alloys
only slightly better than chromium, vanadium or even
steel.
5.2.4. Thermal mismatch stress
Thermal stress within the structural material due to
thermal gradient is not the whole story, however. The
primary cause of failure in prototype divertor components
has been the interface between the structure (in most cases
CuCrZr) and the tungsten armour [39]. Pure copper is
used in ITER as a ductile interlayer to mitigate this, and
concepts employing more complex compliant or graded
structures have also been proposed for DEMO [40, 41]. At
the same time, alternative materials with lower thermal
mismatches are being explored, including chromium [42].
Applying a thin-walled tube approximation, the stress
induced in the structural material due to the thermal
expansion mismatch can be calculated using a standard
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planar stress calculation as shown in equation 2.
σmm =
α2(T2,mean − Tref )− α1(T1,mean − Tref )
(1−υ2)t1
t2E2
+ 1−υ1E1
T1,mean = Tcoolant +
q
h
+
qt1
2.k1
T2,mean = Tcoolant +
q
h
+
qt1
k1
+
qt2
2k2
(2)
where σmm is the mismatch stress, Tref is the reference
starting temperature of the component, Tcoolant is the bulk
coolant temperature, q is the incident heat flux, t1 and t2
are the thicknesses of structure and armour respectively,
T1,mean and T2,mean are the mean temperatures in each
material, ν1 and ν2 are Poisson’s ratios, α1 α2 are thermal
expansion coefficients, and E1 and E2 are Young’s moduli
[43].
This equation can be used to indicate the degree of
mismatch between tungsten armour and substructure, and
so figure 10 shows a graph of the magnitude of this stress
with applied heat fluxes up to 25 MW m−2 calculated for
1 mm of a range of materials paired with 5 mm of tungsten
using 150 ◦C coolant. Values are not plotted once mean
temperatures in the structural material are 100 ◦C above
the maximum temperature for which material data has
been provided.
Figure 10: Thermal mismatch stress using 150 ◦C coolant.
Notably, at a certain combination of heat flux, material
thicknesses, and thermal conductivities, using a material
with a slightly larger thermal expansion coefficient and
lower thermal conductivity than tungsten results in a
lower stress at the interface than even a tungsten-
tungsten joint, due to the large temperature gradient
mitigating the thermal expansion mismatch. At heat
fluxes below approximately 7 MW m−2 tantalum and
molybdenum alloys show the best performance. At higher
heat fluxes, however, chromium and vanadium become the
clear favourites. The “ideal” heat flux for CuCrZr for this
combination of material thicknesses, temperatures, and
convective heat transfer coefficients is higher than has been
plotted, but the mean material temperature at this point is
sufficiently high that structural properties are significantly
degraded.
Figure 11 highlights the sensitivity of material pairing
to component design parameters. For example, increasing
the coolant temperature to 500 ◦C significantly improves
the performance of tantalum and molybdenum alloys, but
further excludes copper alloys and moves chromium and
vanadium outside their operating temperature windows.
Figure 11: Thermal mismatch stress using 500 ◦C coolant.
The choice of Tref is also a critical factor in the validity
of these graphs, as bonding is usually carried out at
elevated temperatures. Geometric design and variation
in heat transfer coefficient or methods to remove residual
stress during and post assembly (e.g. [44]) will further
significantly impact these values, and so these calculations
should be taken as demonstrating a figure of merit to be
used as a tool for assessing coupled sets of design param-
eters including material choice rather than as engineering
design proposals as they stand.
6. Radiation damage tolerance
As well as radiation induced loss of ductility as
described in section 5.1, additional radiation damage
mechanisms must be considered, namely activation and
swelling.
In order to satisfy environmental responsibility and
reduce decommissioning costs, the fusion community have
set ambitious and stringent requirements on the activation
of power plant components as follows:
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As given in [45], for remote handling recycling the dose
rate limit is:
118∑
i=1
A(Ai X) < 10
mSv
hr
and Decay heat < 10W/m3
(3)
For hands-on recycling the dose rate limit is:
118∑
i=1
A(Ai X) < 10
µSv
hr
and Decay heat < 1W/m3
(4)
The above criteria are to be achieved within 100 years ex-
reactor.
Combining these and other environmental concerns,
IAEA guidelines define a clearance index of a material
to determine if the material can be disposed of with no
special precautions. If less than 1 then the material can
be disposed of or ‘cleared’ as if it were non-radioactive [46].
Figures 12, 13, and 14 show dose rate, decay power,
and clearance index plots against these limits for tungsten,
molybdenum, tantalum, chromium, and vanadium calcu-
lated for a neutron spectra corresponding to the first wall
of a conceptual fusion power plant [47]. Copper is also
included for comparison.
Figure 12: Activation Dose Rate
This data shows that molybdenum is significantly more
activated than the other materials considered, chromium
and vanadium are notably less activated, and tantalum
compares favourably with tungsten and copper at the 100
year cut-off timescales.
These graphs also show that despite to the oft repeated
mantra of, “everything to be recyclable in 100 years,”
the currently assumed first wall armour and structural
materials of tungsten and copper alloys will not meet this
Figure 13: Activation Decay Power
Figure 14: Activation Clearance Index
target with the baseline first wall neutron spectra. Given
the apparent inevitability of a certain quantity of mid-level
waste at the decommissioning stage of the first genera-
tion of fusion power plants (or at least for an engineering
demonstrator such as DEMO), it seems sensible to tenta-
tively consider the possibility of small quantities of more
activated materials during this phase of fusion power
development, if concepts employing them provide a route
to progressing towards commercialisation and overcoming
other challenges in parallel.
If even allowing modest quantities of active waste is
discounted, Gilbert et al. [48] have demonstrated that
isotope tailoring provides one route to using materials
which would not otherwise be palatable, and have used
molybdenum as an example. Seven isotopes of molyb-
denum occur naturally in relatively equal abundance, one
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of which (Mo97) is significantly less activated than the
others. Figure 15 shows that although it does not meet
the dose rate requirements, it does compare favourably
with tungsten after the 100 year limit.
Figure 15: Isotope tailoring of molybdenum
Achieving the enrichment needed to meet this level
of activation will almost certainly be prohibitively expen-
sive for bulk elemental molybdenum, but if quantities of
isotopically tailored material are small or if Mo97 is used
as a minor alloying element to enhance performance in
another candidate material, it may prove a worthwhile tool
in the designers’ arsenal and should not be immediately
discounted.
The high heat flux and shallow grazing angle of incident
particle fluxes on plasma facing surfaces require close
geometric tolerances to be maintained throughout the
lifetime of divertor components. Helium production in
neutron irradiated materials causes swelling [49] which can
accelerate surface erosion and induce additional stresses
which in turn reduce component lifetime. Little data is
available for materials other than tungsten in a fusion
neutron spectrum, but the BCC crystal structure of the
other refractory metals suggests that the degree of swelling
will be similar.
7. Chemical compatibility with operating environ-
ment
Thermomechanical performance of structural materials
for fusion must be maintained throughout the component
lifetime while exposed to both the demanding rigours of
the tokamak environment on the plasma-facing side and
the coolant on internal surfaces. In addition, condider-
ation must be made for manufacturing and off-normal
events. A full evaluation of all the mechanisms involved
is beyond the scope of this paper, particularly as compa-
rable quantitative data for each pairing of material and
reagent is not available. The following sections, therefore,
highlight critical issues and present a brief summary of
available knowledge.
7.1. Oxidation
During normal operation, the low concentration of
oxygen in the tokamak environment prevents signifcant
oxidation of exposed surfaces. This is not the case during
off-normal events such as loss of coolant or air ingress,
however, and self-passivating alloys are actively being
developed to prevent the production of volatile tungsten
oxides under these circumstances [17]. Resistance to oxida-
tion also has a significant impact on ease of manufac-
ture, particularly for high-temperature melt-based joining
or forming processes such as welding, brazing, or additive
manufacturing.
All of the refractory metals under consideration have
relatively poor resistance to oxidation. As mechanisms
and rate of weight loss or gain are dependent on both
temperature and precise atmospheric conditions, quantita-
tive susceptibility to oxidation is application specific, but
the temperature at which the major oxide becomes volatile
gives a good indication for ranking purposes.
By this measure, chromium has the highest resis-
tance, melting at 1907 ◦C, well before Cr2O3 becomes
volatile. Tantalum is next, with Ta2O5 becoming volatile
at 1370 ◦C, followed by W2O5 at 1000 ◦C, MoO3 at 800 ◦C,
and Cr2O3 at 675
◦C.
7.2. Tokamak gasses
The structural materials will largely be shielded from
direct contact with incident particle fluxes by the tungsten
armour, but will nonetheless still be exposed to the
tokamak environment. Primarily, this means that vapour
pressure must be low enough to maintain ultra-high-
vacuum, but exposure to hydrogen isotopes and helium
pose additional challenges. Tritium retention must be as
low as possible in order to both minimise overall radioac-
tive inventory in a reactor and to avoid loss of available
fuel due to decay. In addition, exposure to hydrogen
causes embrittlement, and this has historically been the
cause of most concern (e.g. [16, 20]). The degree of
embrittlement, particularly when combined with radiation
effects, depends heavily on partial pressure of hydrogen
and operating temperature of the component. In addition,
hydrogen can, in some cases, be sufficiently removed by
holding the component at an elevated temperature [50].
7.3. Coolant
Proposed high temperature coolants for fusion high
heat flux applications fall broadly into four categories:
gasses, supercritical fluids, liquid metals, and molten salts.
The choice of pairing of structural material and coolant is
an integrated decision closely tied to the geometry and is
based on multiple interdependent factors. Comparisons of
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thermofluid performance, based on bulk coolant tempera-
ture, heat transfer coefficient, and critical heat flux have
been reported elsewhere, e.g. [15, 51]. Wider balance of
plant and reactivity considerations are less connected to
the choice of structural material and are also well debated,
e.g. [52]. Information is less well collated on issues
of corrosion, erosion, and embrittlement in the context
of specifically high temperature fusion applications and
refractory materials, and so the following sections will
focus primarily on these for each type of coolant, while
highlighting gaps in knowledge, where necessary.
7.3.1. Gasses
The pressure inside cooling channels will be signifi-
cantly different from that outside, but compatibility with
the leading candidate gas coolants, helium and hydrogen,
has been covered above. Other than the embrittlement
previously discussed, significant concerns regarding the use
of these are generally material independent, and are more
operational issues such as leak tightness, cost, thermal
efficiency, and safety.
7.3.2. Supercritical fluids
Supercritical water has been proposed as a coolant for
both fission and fusion, is currently used in state of the
art high temperature fossil fuel power plants up to 600 ◦C,
and has been proposed for applications up to 700 ◦C [53].
Despite this, the focus of corrosion studies has been on a
relatively small number of conventional materials with less
information available on refractory alloys. At first inspec-
tion, the high corrosion resistance of refractory alloys
suggests that this may not be a significant concern, but
the release of both oxygen and hydrogen due to radiolysis
under neutron exposure raises the possibility of reaction
from both.
There is also some experience of using supercrit-
ical CO2 for gas-cooled fission reactors and it has been
proposed for the secondary coolant loop of fusion power
plants [54, 55], but its use as a primary coolant has not
been fully explored.
In summary, both supercritical water and CO2 promise
high heat transfer coefficients at high temperature at the
expense of very high pressure operation and unknown
corrosion performance.
7.3.3. Liquid metals
Liquid metals, particularly lithium, lead-lithium, and
sodium have persistently been considered as coolants for
both fission [56] and fusion [5]. For fusion, this has
included use as both coolant and as plasma facing material
for blanket and divertor applications (e.g. [57, 6, 58, 59]),
to the extent that a lead-lithium divertor was included as
the baseline of the most advanced of the European power-
plant conceptual study concepts [45].
Dual cooled lithium lead blanket (DCLL) concepts
exist for both ITER and DEMO [60, 61]. Liquid metals
have very high boiling temperature and high heat transfer
capability, even at low pressure, and, if lithium or lead-
lithium is used, can perform multiple-duty as coolant,
neutron multiplier, and tritium breeder. These signifi-
cant benefits must be balanced with numerous challenges,
however. Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) effects due to
flow in the presence of tokamak magnetic fields increase
pumping power significantly, even at low velocities and
when care is taken with the orientation of flow channels.
Where water is used as a secondary coolant, reactivity in
the event of leakages is a significant risk.
As with molten salts, corrosion and erosion are of
significant concern. Compatibility with tantalum is well
established, but corrosion [62] and other interactions such
as wetting properties [63] require further characterisation
under fusion-relevant conditions.
7.3.4. Molten salts
Corrosion is the driving factor affecting compatibility
between structural material and molten salts. Corrosivity
depends heavily on impurities present in the salt used, and
so quantitative assessments of compatibility are subject
to the need for careful chemistry control. Reviews of
the literature suggest that historical studies have mainly
been limited to a subset of nickel based superalloys [64],
but these give indications of the susceptibility of various
alloying elements which can be used to infer relative perfor-
mance of alloys based on these.
For fluoride salts chromium is the most readily
corroded element among the most common constituents
of nickel alloys, but tantalum fluoride has an even
lower energy of formation suggesting yet greater vulner-
ability. Molybdenum, vanadium, and tungsten on the
other hand are more comparable to iron and nickel,
suggesting performance comparable to alloys previously
studied, with molybdenum alloys historically listed as the
most favourable for fusion applications (e.g. [24]). Trials
using FLiBe with vanadium alloys have also identified
tritium permeation and retention as a significant challenge
which needs careful control measures [65]
Results for chloride salts reported in the above reviews
suggest that they may be more corrosive than their fluoride
counterparts, though studies on relevant materials are even
more limited.
Although internal coatings can be used to allow use of
a wider range of materials, if complex cooling geometries
are to be employed, both the application of these coatings
and the verification of their efficacy become increasingly
challenging.
8. Manufacturing process
Purely selecting a structural material for a high heat
flux component on its thermomechanical properties and
chemical merits is not sufficient, however: the concept
must be manufactured. The cooled structure must be
formed into the desired geometry, whether tube or more
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complex shape, and it must be joined to the armour
either directly or using an interlayer. Throughout these
processes, the mechanical properties must be maintained
— typically meaning the maintenance (or generation) of
suitable grain structure.
8.1. Forming
The inherent hardness and high melting points of
refractory metals makes them very difficult to form and
fragile if complex shapes are used. Drawing for tubes or
forging requires high ductility and very high temperature
tooling. Tungsten, in particular, is difficult to machine,
and cutting using electrode discharge machining is time
consuming and expensive. Traditional powder metallurgy
including pressing and sintering is limited to relatively
simple shapes and does not lend itself to pressure-retaining
geometries.
More recent work has focused on tungsten, examining
the use of multilayered foils, powder injection moulding,
and fibre reinforced composites and seeks to solve some of
these problems, particularly striving for increased ductility
[66].
Additive manufacturing opens the possibility of employing
complex geometries not achievable by conventional manufac-
turing techniques as well as significantly more efficient
use of raw material reducing both wastage and remote
handling mass [67]. Figure 16 shows as an example the
level of complexity that can be achieved in powder bed
additive layer manufacturing, though robust consistency
of material properties has yet to be established for a full
range of refractory materials, with tantalum and vanadium
as the most promising so far [68].
Figure 16: additively manufactured tungsten gyroid
8.2. Joining
As stated in section 5.2.4, The joint between tungsten
armour and copper alloy substructure has historically been
the primary point of failure for high heat flux components,
due to the high thermal expansion mismatch. For these
dissimilar metal joints, ductility is a desirable character-
istic as detailed above, and the inclusion of a ductile pure
copper interlayer is the usual mitigation technique. Newer
concepts involving compliant structures have also shown
the ability to survive large numbers of cycles at elevated
heat fluxes [40]. Novel thermal cycling methods for
brazing dissimilar materials [44] have also been proposed
for reducing these stresses in operation.
One of the most active areas of investigation is that of
functionally grading the joint. For copper and tungsten,
this has been attempted using a range of methods,
including plasma spray techniques [69], melt infiltration
[70], spark plasma sintering [71], and laminated foils [72].
For refractory metals, wire arc additive manufacturing has
been used to produce a promising three layer joint between
tantalum, molybdenum, and tungsten, though this work is
unpublished at the time of writing.
The mutual solubility of the two materials and any
intermetallic phases formed between them are critical
factors in the ease of joining, as well as proximity of
melting point, if direct melt-based joining processes are
to be used without e.g. braze filler. Of the materials
under consideration in this paper, tantalum in particular
has excellent solubility with tungsten and with its high
melting point lends itself well to powder based grading
processes.
9. Price and availability
Figure 17 shows the historical price of a number of
refractory elements, with copper included for comparison.
Price has been an argument for excluding tantalum for
consideration, and while costs have fluctuated significantly
in recent years, it is certainly an ongoing concern, being
nearly an order of magnitude more costly than tungsten.
Notably, chromium has remained significantly cheaper
than even copper, and molybdenum and vanadium have
shown a marked downward trend over the last few years
making them worthy of monitoring.
Of ongoing concern is the future availability of candi-
date materials for fusion applications. Figure 18 shows
relative stability over the last 50 years for all materials
under consideration, with similar levels of production
for tungsten, molybdenum, and vanadium. Tantalum’s
relative scarcity and chromium’s significance (e.g. as an
alloying element in steel) are also clearly shown.
Concepts based around additive manufacturing require
the supply of suitable feedstock. Elemental tungsten,
tantalum, molybdenum, and vanadium powders for laser
powder bed fusion have been sourced in small quantities
and trials are ongoing with the use of both blended and
pre-alloyed tungsten-tantalum ratios but quality has been
highly variable between suppliers and cost remains high.
In addition, as shown in the proceeding sections, alloys
of candidate elements are likely to show better perfor-
mance overall than the elements alone, and supply chain
for fusion-relevant (and in some cases novel) refractory
alloys would need to be fully established, including a
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Figure 17: Historical refractory metal prices [USGS]
Figure 18: World Production of candidate materials [USGS]
programme of characterisation and testing, before they
could be considered for inclusion as structural material
candidates.
10. SWOT analyses
Tables 1 to 5 show one approach for assessing the
results detailed above. Each element is subjected to a
SWOT analysis summarising the strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats associated with choosing
alloys based on it. In this case, “strengths” and
“weaknesses” are taken to be inherent properties of the
material which are advantageous or disadvantageous for
their use. On the other hand, “opportunities” and
“threats” are external; being either possible research
avenues which might prove the material to be useful or
factors where there is large uncertainty either due to lack
of available data or unknown future priorities.
Table 1: Tungsten SWOT analysis
Strengths
 Current baseline material
 No joint to armour needed
Weaknesses
 Brittleness
 Oxidation
 Significant loss in strength
when recrystalised
Opportunities
 Advanced manufacturing
may allow cooled structures
 Alloy development may
increase ductility
Threats
 Lack of irradiated data
 Variability in quality of
supplied material
Table 2: Molybdenum SWOT analysis
Strengths
 TZM has excellent high
temperature strength
 High thermal conductivity
 Low thermal expansion
Weaknesses
 Activation
 Oxidation
 Brittleness
Opportunities
 Isotope tailoring may permit
some use
 Fusion specific alloys may
be possible which are more
suitable than TZM under
irradiation
Threats
 Lack of irradiated data
 Lack of corrosion data
Table 3: Tantalum SWOT analysis
Strengths
 Alloys have excellent high
temperature performance
 Excellent corrosion and
oxidation resistance
 Proven compatibility with
liquid metals
 Good low temperature
ductility
Weaknesses
 High cost
 Must be operated at very
high temperature to avoid
embrittlement
 Poor compatibility with
molten salts
Opportunities
 Exploration of historical
alloys such as T-111
 Results of additive manufac-
turing trials are promising
Threats
 Lack of irradiated data
 Uncertain availability
Lack of available relevant irradiated data is a constant
threat across all fusion materials and corrosion data is
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Table 4: Chromium SWOT analysis
Strengths
 Good thermal mismatch
behaviour at lower bulk
temperatures
 Very low Activation
 Low Cost
Weaknesses
 Moderate yield and ultimate
strength at high temperature
 Brittleness
 Poor thermal stress figure of
merit
 Poor compatibility with
molten salts
Opportunities
 Designs for thermal
mismatch reduction
 Alloy development to
increase ductility
Threats
 Lack of irradiated data
 Lack of corrosion data
Table 5: Vanadium SWOT analysis
Strengths
 Significant body of historical
research
 Very low activation
 Good unirradiated ductility
Weaknesses
 Modest strength at high
temperature
Opportunities
 Alloy development may
improve performance
 Poor thermal mismatch at
high temperature
Threats
 Lack of irradiated data
 Lack of corrosion data
 Limited supply of suitable
alloys
almost as equally sparse. Although the inclusion in each
table might seem excessive, continuing to highlight the
strategic relevance of these research areas remains an
important task. Similarly, the potential for developing
new alloys more specifically suited to fusion applications
or revisiting historical research on refractory alloys such as
T-111 occurs repeatedly in the “opportunities” quadrants,
particularly when seeking to employ advanced technologies
such as additive manufacturing with different requirements
to traditional techniques.
11. Conclusions
Historical material selection processes for fusion high
heat flux structural materials have generally taken a linear
sequential approach to requirements, excluding elements
from the periodic table or known alloys at each stage.
This, along with a prevailing conservatism within the
community, has led to a very small palette of options
available to component designers. Some recent work on
composites of these materials has shown enhanced strength
and damage tolerance, but the potential for significant
performance enhancement if alternative materials can be
found for cooled structures leads to a desire to re-evaluate
the initial material selection process.
Recent advances in manufacturing methods, including
additive manufacturing; improved analysis and testing
towards design with brittle materials; progress in the
practicality of designing alloys for specific applications;
and a fuller assessment of the feasibility of isotope
tailoring or more pragmatic approach to the rigorous
application of the “recyclable in 100 years” mantra will
inevitably broaden the aforementioned palette of candi-
date materials. Component designers must therefore make
choices based on a more nuanced parallel assessment of
strengths and compromises, recognising that no “ideal”
material exists for any application. Such an assessment
will inevitably identify gaps in knowledge and will prompt
targeted research, including alloy development, material
testing, and irradiation campaigns. New materials, new
manufacturing techniques, and new geometric design
freedom will also need new design rules for determining
structural integrity for future fusion devices and although
this need is already recognised for DEMO (e.g. [73]), the
early identification of candidate materials and processes
will allow their timely inclusion in these design guidelines.
This paper demonstrates one such assessment, focussed
on high temperature operation of divertor components,
looking at thermomechanical performance, radiation
damage tolerance, chemical compatibility, manufacturing,
and price and availability of a number of refractory metals
identified as a promising group following a preliminary
downselection exercise. Material properties and derived
figures of merit are compared to current baseline materials
and general observations are made at each stage.
Brittleness, manufacturability, and concerns about
activation have historically been grounds for excluding
many of these refractory alloys from consideration when
designing divertor target concepts and other high heat flux
components for fusion energy. Despite other issues such
as availability and lack of data for alloys rather than pure
elements rendering a number of these relatively unattrac-
tive at present, the value of further investigation into their
development and subsequent use has been discussed.
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Abstract
The geometrical freedom that additive manufacturing (AM) provides enables realisation of formerly impossible design
concepts for high heat flux components aimed at use in a fusion reactor. This paper demonstrates a number of these
advantages using a tile-based divertor target with two examples of novel cooling geometry. To showcase the potential
benefits of high temperature operation using materials newly available for AM processing, tantalum was used as the
structural material. Rather than present optimised prototypes or propose specific material choices, these two concepts
highlight design features enabled by this new technology. Details of AM technology and processing parameters are
likewise deliberately excluded.
Simple quantitative analysis shows heat transfer improvements of 25% for a multiple small pipe concept compared
to single pipe designs. Finite element analysis for both designs, including a tungsten armour, also demonstrates a more
uniform temperature distribution, reducing thermal stresses below elastic limits for 5 MW m−2 heat flux cases, even
with 600 ◦C coolant. At 10 MW m−2 yield is exceeded but the expectation is further design optimisation should enhance
structural integrity.
Overall, there are modest gains in heat flux handling, lifetime, and thermal efficiency compared to existing concepts,
but there are significant improvements in waste reduction and remote handling mass, using typically 80% less material.
Moreover, integrated manifolding and careful location of coolant connection is suggested to facilitate repair and replace-
ability, which should also reduce risk associated with qualifying joints.
Keywords: Plasma facing components, Divertor, Materials, Design, Additive manufacturing, DEMO
1. Introduction
1.1. High heat flux design for nuclear fusion
Power exhaust, and specifically divertor design, has
been identified as one of the most critical challenges facing
the realisation of commercial fusion power [1]. Current
baseline designs for engineering demonstrators such as
DEMO, FSNSF, and CFETR face significant difficulties
in designing divertor target components which will survive
the increased surface erosion and radiation damage when
compared to ITER [2, 3, 4]. Beyond these, in order to
achieve commercial viability, it is likely that prototype
power stations will add higher heat fluxes, higher thermal
efficiency, and improved capacity for remote handling
maintenance and repair to the list of requirements [5].
Overcoming this challenge requires, first of all, advances
in plasma physics to reduce first wall and divertor heat
loads and facilities such as MAST-U are working to this
end [6]. Advanced engineering solutions will also be
needed, however, to address the remaining requirements
∗Corresponding Author
Email address: david.hancock@ukaea.uk (David Hancock)
of thermal efficiency, reliability, and maintainability while
simultaneously striving to handle higher powers.
The current baseline divertor target designs for DEMO-
class devices employ variations on the ITER monoblock
shown in Figure 1a. Due to the low thermal expansion
coefficient of the tungsten armour compared to candidate
structural materials (typically CuCrZr or steel), the joint
between the coolant carrying pipe and tungsten armour is
subject to significant stress and this has been shown to be
a significant limiting factor for performance and lifetime.
The identification of this interface as a major point of
failure has led to a number of variations on this design
specifically tailored to mitigate this stress [7].
The desire to operate at high coolant temperatures for
increased thermal efficiency has driven the development
of helium cooled concepts, including the jet-impingement
HEMJ shown in Figure 1b, but these too face joining chal-
lenges between the multiple parts required for the complex
cooling paths. Furthermore, uncertainties in tungsten
erosion rates in DEMO have led to exploration of options
for in-situ repair and re-coating.
(a) ITER W monoblock divertor [8]
(b) He-cooled divertor for DEMO [9]
Figure 1: Divertor designs for ITER and DEMO
1.2. Potential benefits of additive manufacturing
Additive manufacturing (AM), also known as additive
layer manufacturing, is a term applied to a range of tech-
niques whereby successive layers of material are deposited
to generate net shape or near net shape components. This
is in contrast to subtractive techniques where material is
removed from a larger piece of material or techniques such
as casting or forging which deform or extrude the raw
material by force.
AM provides a number of general advantages over
conventional techniques. In particular, design freedom
is facilitated by the ability to add potentially complex
geometric features without incurring additional tooling or
machining costs. AM parts, particularly those produced
using powder bed processes, can also include features not
otherwise possible, such as internal structures inaccessible
to machining or drilling tools. This freedom of geometry
enables design optimisation for weight, strength, thermal,
or material usage [10].
Constant advances in AM processing of metal alloys
are broadening the pallet of materials available for use,
though there remain significant challenges, particularly for
Figure 2: Conformal cooling (lower image) compared to traditional
solution (upper image), as used in injection molding [15]
those materials suitable for high temperature use or those
which are inherently brittle or prone to oxidation during
processing [11].
Functionally graded joints between armour and structure
have been investigated for use in divertor applications
[12, 13] and wire-based AM has recently shown promise
for refractory materials (articles in preparation). Repair
of armour material in-situ using spray or wire techniques
would provide a further means to extend the in-service
lifetime of plasma facing surfaces [14].
In addition to and as a result of the general advantages
listed above, AM provides a number of specific opportu-
nities for enhanced high heat flux components:
Previous divertor target designs have employed single
large pipes or channels, but AM allows multiple small
channels either arranged in parallel to minimise pressure
drop or in series to maximise heat pickup. These can be
also routed and sized optimally for performance or effi-
ciency to areas requiring the most cooling. This ideology
of “conformal cooling” is increasingly being used in other
industries. One such example, an injection mold for the
plastics industry, is shown in figure 2.
Traditional designs have achieved high heat transfer
coefficients with added turbulence enhancement features
such as swirl tubes or hypervapotrons [16] in combi-
nation with high flowrates and/or nucleate boiling. The
integration of these features is possible from the start
using AM rather than as a subsequent assembly step.
In addition, while the typically rough as-built surface
finish produced by powder-based AM processes is usually
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considered a disadvantage for many applications, in this
case it may provide a way of improving of heat transfer
coefficient. The pursuit of high heat transfer coefficients
has been a significant driver of divertor design decisions
and the risks associated with erosion due to the resulting
high coolant flowrates and burnout due to nucleate boiling
operation close to the critical heat flux limits may be able
to be reduced with AM designs by exchanging high heat
transfer coefficients for larger cooled surface area.
While recent research into the AM processing of
refractory metals show there are significant hurdles to
overcome before the realisation of high integrity cooled
components is possible, these high temperature materials
would facilitate high temperature coolant and hence high
thermal efficiency, while at the same time having low
coefficients of thermal expansion much closer to that of
tungsten, reducing the mismatch stress described above.
The number of joints between parts directly affects
both the cost and reliability of components, particularly in
the context of qualification for nuclear applications. The
ability to reduce part count through inclusion of mani-
folding into single printed parts or even the integration
of cooling directly into armour material would provide a
further advantage.
Lastly, the potential for reduced material use throughout
the component lifecycle reduces costs for manufacture and
disposal.
2. Concept generation
2.1. Design methodology
Concept generation has incorporated TRIZ [17] and
systems engineering techniques, meaning that a clear and
concise set of requirements has been generated and solu-
tions have sought to draw upon TRIZ techniques for
overcoming conflicts in these requirements. In particular
the potential for small channels as described in section
3 have been identified and it has been recognised that
concerns about cascade failure of tile designs for ITER
could be significantly mitigated through the use of better
matching of thermal expansion between armour and
structure and/or the use of mechanical keying or functional
grading as facilitated by AM. Throughout this process
synergies with non-fusion applications have been sought,
in particular aerospace and electronics applications.
Although AM does provide significant freedom of
geometry and material, its capabilities are not unlimited,
and design for AM is a complex integrated problem. For
the purposes of this exercise a middle ground was sought
between neglecting all limitations of the current tech-
nology completely and limiting design decisions to one
particular manufacturing method. The complex internal
structures and relatively small individual components
proposed suggest that powder bed fusion is most likely
to be the most appropriate method for manufacture, but
details of type of AM, machine to be used, material feed-
stock, and process parameters are deliberately excluded
at this stage. In addition, while the as stated above, the
rough surfaces of as-built AM parts may prove beneficial
to convective heat transfer on cooled surfaces, this is not
taken into account in modelling at this stage.
2.1.1. Requirements
To demonstrate the value of AM for fusion divertor
design, concepts must meet or exceed both quanti-
tative and qualitative requirements currently accepted
for DEMO. While transient loads for ITER peak at
20 MW m−2, recent water cooled design work has used
as its benchmark 5 MW m−2 to 10 MW m−2 of heat flux
in the form of high velocity ions and electrons for 6000
multi-hour cycles over a period of at least 2 full power
years of operation [5]. In addition, the divertor structure
must be compatible with tokamak gasses (H, D, T, He)
and whatever coolant is chosen without contaminating the
tokamak vacuum. Installation and maintenance must be
possible via remote handling, with consideration for overall
weight of components [18]. It is a generally accepted
tenet of power plant design within the fusion community
that materials should be chosen such that residual nuclear
activation after 100 years of shutdown must be less than
10 µSv h−1 for hands-on recycling [19].
2.1.2. Key features to demonstrate
Rather than aiming to produce final optimised, detailed
designs as competing concepts for a DEMO divertor, this
exercise seeks to set forth concept-level geometries which
showcase a select number of specific potential advantages
facilitated by the use of AM. Each will aim to incorporate
a number of features which could be used in a more mature
candidate design.
Firstly, concepts must have improved thermofluid
performance contributing to higher heat flux handling or
greater thermal efficiency. This could be achieved by
increased heat transfer coefficient, higher bulk coolant
temperature or lower pumping power for a given cooled
area. Secondly, performance and in-service lifetime will
be increased through reduction in stress due to thermal
expansion mismatch between armour and structure by
using lower thermal expansion materials and by employing
cooling channel geometries which produce more even or
tailored cooling. Overall manufacturing risk will be
reduced through a reduction in part count and number
of joints by employing integrated manifolding and/or
ensuring that joints are further removed from high temper-
ature high stress regions. Concepts will seek to reduce
the volume of structural and armour material needed for
performance comparable to current designs. This will
reduce material supply costs, waste volume, and part mass
for remote handling.
Divertor target tiles are inherently small, complex, high
value sub-components and while large numbers will have
to be produced for a full divertor assembly, the scale is
well suited to current AM capability [20]. Increases in
AM platform scale would enable greater numbers to be
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produced in parallel and would also enable the inclusion
of larger manifold sections into the additive parts, but are
not required for demonstration of final-scale concepts at
the tile level. In addition, the benefits of AM are likely
to be less for larger, simpler parts. Therefore, single tile
sections will be designed with features to allow testing in
the first instance, without inclusion of the full cassette
assembly.
Operation with coolants above 600 ◦C will require the
use of a material able to operate at higher tempera-
tures than the copper alloy or steel currently proposed.
Parallel work described elsewhere in this thesis has shown
that a number of refractory metals show promise and
work has been carried out to develop the AM processing
of molybdenum, tungsten, vanadium, and tantalum.
Alloys rather than elemental metals are likely to be the
final materials of choice, but elemental tantalum has
used as the reference structural material for the designs
presented here for the purposes of concept illustration.
Tantalum’s high strength at elevated temperature, low
thermal expansion, full solubility with tungsten, compati-
bility with candidate coolants, and low activation make it
an attractive candidate, but while tantalum alloys have
a long heritage of being proposed for fusion high heat
flux applications [21, 22], historical concerns about embrit-
tlement, cost and availability remain relevant and would
need to be considered before inclusion in a power plant.
3. Manifolded small pipe
3.1. Previous work
This concept builds on work done under the AMAZE
project1, during which a “millipipe” design was proposed
which used multiple small channels in a cooled substructure
rather than one single pipe embedded in armour. This
design draws inspiration from biological capillary networks,
applying high performance cooling in small pipes only
where needed, with larger diameter manifolding connec-
tions and lower pressure drops in lower heat flux regions.
The test geometry shown in figure 3 was designed to
be tested in the HIVE high-heat-flux testing facility and
a demonstrator component was manufactured using an
electron-beam melted copper substructure, manufactured
by FAU Erlangen in Germany [23], brazed to a laser
powder bed fusion tungsten tile manufactured by the
University of Birmingham. The predicted performance of
this part was limited to low-temperature coolant (50 ◦C)
and moderate heat fluxes (≈ 4 MW m−2) due to the use of
copper as the structural material.
1AMAZE (Additive Manufacturing Aiming Towards Zero Waste
and Efficient Production of High-Tech Metal Products) was an EC
FP7 collaborative research and development consortium, aiming to
deliver the technological capability for rapid production of large
defect-free metallic components for use in high-tech sectors.
Figure 3: AMAZE “millipipe” test geometry and AM demonstrator
3.2. Empirical correlations and 2D finite element modelling
A number of thermal and mechanical benefits can be
gained by using multiple small pipes in a cooled structure
rather than one large one.
Figure 4: Increasing heat transfer coefficient with reducing pipe
diameter
First, as shown in figure 4, for typical water param-
eters, heat transfer coefficient in a simple pipe increases
with reducing diameter between 12 mm and 2 mm. These
values were calculated using the Seider-Tate correlation.
The behaviour of simple 2D thermal and mechanical
finite element models of an array of between 1 and 6 pipes
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was assessed under a uniform 5 MW m−2 heat flux. A solid
30 mm wide tungsten structure was used for simplicity,
maintaining constant coolant channel cross section, equiv-
alent to a single 10 mm diameter pipe. Distance between
cooling channel and heated surface (i.e. armour thickness)
was kept at a constant 5 mm and vertical distance between
pipe and bottom face was 2.5 mm. Heat transfer coeffi-
cients were applied uniformly and were calculated itera-
tively using maximum pipe wall temperature. Analysis
was carried out using ANSYS Workbench 18.0, with
default direct solver settings. Automated meshing was
applied with component-level sizing controls adjusted
to ensure a minimum of 2 elements through thickness.
Minimum mechanical constraints were applied to nodes
at the bottom corners to prevent bulk movement.
Figure 5 shows a selection of these geometries with
contour maps of the resulting body temperature.
As shown in Figure 6, the results of this analysis show
a reduction in peak wall temperature, maximum overall
temperature, stress, and part cross sectional area (corre-
sponding to an overall reduction in material and weight).
3.3. Summary of analysis of concept geometry
Figure 7 shows a concept sketch for a test-piece design
which employs these principles and also demonstrates the
possibility of designing the feed-pipes such that connec-
tions can be made at the rear, away from surfaces directly
exposed to the plasma.
3.3.1. Pressure drop
Empirical calculations of pressure drop were carried
out using the Darcy-Weisbach equation, based on 4
parallel 4mm diameter pipes with 90° bends at each
end and internal roughness of 40µm. For the reference
water parameters from the DEMO baseline [5], connected
in series with simple 10 mm internal-diameter U-bends,
pressure drop for an array of these concepts is ≈
0.45 MPa m−1, compared to ≈ 0.35 MPa m−1 for the
ITER-reference twist-tape, showing that in a series config-
uration, there is little to be gained from the small pipe
concept in terms of pumping power efficiency. A parallel
configuration, however, is foreseen for a more mature
concept. Each element has only ≈ 0.014 MPa loss, and
the integration of manifolds within the additive part would
enable this to be exploited fully.
3.3.2. Thermomechanical analysis
3D finite element analysis was performed to provide
first order indications of performance rather than provide
fully validated qualitative assessments. Modelling was
carried out using ANSYS Workbench 18.2, as above,
with minimal variation from default solver and meshing
settings other than to ensure more than one higher order
tetrahedral element through thickness. 3-2-1 constraints
were applied to three corner nodes to prevent bulk
displacements rather than attempting to reproduce those
which would be imposed by a more fully designed
mounting scheme. A convective heat transfer coefficient of
0.1 W m−1 K−1 was applied uniformly to the small pipes,
while transfer in the larger voids was neglected. Material
properties were taken from ITER reference values and [24].
A summary of key findings is presented in Table 1.
Four test cases are shown: two sets of coolant parameters
and two heat fluxes. Lower temperature water param-
eters allow a direct comparison with the water-cooled
monoblock concept and a 600 ◦C case shows the impact
of a higher temperature coolant, e.g. liquid lithium. Heat
fluxes compared are 5 MW m−2 and 10 MW m−2.
Three results are used for comparison: Maximum
equivalent stress in the model, maximum temperature in
the armour, and maximum temperature in the structure.
While simple, these show to first order that the concept
operates within the limit of yield stress for recrystalised
Tantalum for both the 5 MW m−2 cases. If stress relieved
or irradiated properties from [24] are used, this falls below
2/3 yield. For the higher power cases, the peak stress is
highly localised at the interface between the tungsten and
tantalum and may be able to be mitigated at manufacture
[25]. A reduction in armour thickness would render the
higher temperature higher power case feasible but would
require a means to replace eroded material.
4. Enclosed pin-fin array
While cylindrical channels provide the best geometry
for minimising stress with high-pressure coolant, one alter-
native explored by the electronics industry is an array of
pin-fins [26]. Research into forced convection in enclosed
channels with various shaped fins has shown high heat
transfer with low pressure drop [27] for similar heat fluxes
to fusion divertor applications. The bulk of the work in
this area has focussed on lower temperature gas cooled
applications but extension to high temperature shows
promise, as outlined below, and additive manufacturing
has already been identified as a means for producing such
components [28, 29].
The large coolant volume to structural material ratio
shows promise for significantly reducing material use and
weight for remote handling. The ability to operate at lower
flow-rates would reduce both material erosion, increasing
part lifetime; and pumping power, increasing plant effi-
ciency. The ability to manufacture these components in
a single part with optimised pin geometry could further
improve structural integrity and performance.
4.1. Empirical correlations
Empirical or theoretical heat transfer correllations for
water-cooled pin-fin arrays are not available for high
temperature and high Reynolds numbers at component
scales relevant for fusion high heat flux components,
making direct comparisons with pipe designs difficult.
Sahiti et al [30] do provide Nusselt number vs. Reynolds
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Figure 5: Thermal results of 2D finite element models for 1, 3, and 6 pipe arrays
with 50 ◦C coolant and 5 MW m−2 heat flux.
Table 1: Small pipe analysis results summary
Coolant parameters Heat flux σmax Tmax,struct. Tmax,armour
Tbulk = 150
◦C
Pbulk = 4MPa
hwall = 0.1Wmm
−2K−1
5MWm−2 224MPa 470 ◦C 633 ◦C
Tbulk = 150
◦C
Pbulk = 4MPa
hwall = 0.1Wmm
−2K−1
10MWm−2 484MPa 778 ◦C 1162 ◦C
Tbulk = 600
◦C
Pbulk = 5MPa
hwall = 0.1Wmm
−2K−1
5MWm−2 250MPa 899 ◦C 1095 ◦C
Tbulk = 600
◦C
Pbulk = 5MPa
hwall = 0.1Wmm
−2K−1
10MWm−2 441MPa 1193 ◦C 1620 ◦C
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Figure 6: Results of finite element modelling of 2D array of small pipes
Figure 7: Rear fed, manifolded small-pipe concept geometry
number for a selection of of enclosed air-cooled pin-fin
arrays with broadly appropriate dimensions and with
various shapes of pin, however. Figure 8 presents these
data alongside empirical values for a simple water-cooled
10 mm pipe for comparison, showing that, at low temper-
atures at least, pin-fin arrays significantly outperform
simple pipes. The pressure drop for these geometries is
significantly higher for a given Reynolds number [31] but
the ability to arrange pin fin heat flux elements in parallel
could mitigate this disadvantage.
4.2. Summary of analysis of test geometry
Figure 9 shows a concept sketch for a test-piece design
employing these principles. This geometry is designed to
be suitable for testing in the HIVE high heat flux facility
at CCFE.
The sensitivity of pressure drop to pin geometry and
coolant parameters and the lack of experimental data at
relevant conditions precludes a quantitative assessment of
pressure drop within the scope of this paper, but a set of
thermomechanical analyses, using the same methodology
including coolant temperatures, pressures, and heat fluxes
as §3.3.2 are shown in table 2. As before, pessimistic heat
transfer coefficients are included to show the effect of the
increased area and even cooling on overall temperature
and stress.
As with the small pipe concept, the stress in the
structure remains below yield for the 5 MW m−2 cases.
The reduction in stress for the 600 ◦C cases is caused by
the inclusion of the feed sections at each end of the test
piece and is a result of higher temperature gradients at
each end of the pin-fin array section.
Notably, for the 600 ◦C, 5 MW m−2 case, the temper-
ature of both tantalum and tungsten parts are within the
limits specified by [22], enabling both materials to operate
within a window defined by their creep and ductile-brittle
transition temperatures, potentially even in the irradiated
condition.
5. Concept assessment summary
Both the pin-fin and small pipe concept geometries
show that at incident heat fluxes of 5 MW m−2 they
are able to operate within the elastic stress regime of
the bulk material. This is particularly notable when
compared to the ITER-like concept which is dependent
on significant plastic strain in the interlayer [7]. However,
at 10 MW m−2, both designs exceed yield stress in the
structure, though this is highly localised and is likely
to be mitigated by further design optimisation. With
600 ◦C coolant, both the structural and armour material
are within their respective operating windows for the
10 MW m−2 cases, according to [22]. The ability to
arrange cooling elements in parallel opens the possi-
bility of significantly reduced pressure drop and pumping
7
Figure 8: Nusselt numbers for a selection of pin-fin arrays compared to a simple pipe (adapted from [30])
Table 2: Pin-fin analysis results summary
Coolant parameters Heat flux σmax Tmax,struct. Tmax,armour
Tbulk = 150
◦C
Pbulk = 4MPa
hwall = 0.02Wmm
−2K−1
5MWm−2 262MPa 342 ◦C 421 ◦C
Tbulk = 150
◦C
Pbulk = 4MPa
hwall = 0.02Wmm
−2K−1
10MWm−2 603MPa 546 ◦C 941 ◦C
Tbulk = 600
◦C
Pbulk = 4MPa
hwall = 0.02Wmm
−2K−1
5MWm−2 250MPa 899 ◦C 1095 ◦C
Tbulk = 600
◦C
Pbulk = 4MPa
hwall = 0.02Wmm
−2K−1
10MWm−2 537MPa 1029 ◦C 1485 ◦C
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Figure 9: Pin fin array test geometry
power. The rear-fed small pipe concept has demon-
strated this empirically, but for the pin-fin array this would
need significant further design development, particularly
given the lack of prior data for pin-fin arrays operating
under divertor-relevant conditions. The increased internal
surface area and increased heat transfer coefficients for a
given flow rate both contribute to the potential to reduce
flow velocity and/or pumping power, reducing erosion and
increasing overall plant efficiency. By using tile, rather
than monoblock, arrangements, both concepts employ
significantly less tungsten armour; 5 m3 of tungsten per
m2 of divertor target area vs 22 m3 for ITER. The large
internal volume compared to structural material means
that overall material use is reduced reducing both manu-
facturing and decommissioning costs. The reduction in
material also results in a reduced mass, easing remote
handling requirements.
6. Conclusions
This paper has summarised the need for advanced
divertor concepts for use in DEMO and subsequent fusion
power plants. The advantages of AM for fusion divertor
designs have been introduced, particularly that it is
well suited to small, complex components made out of
expensive or hard to manufacture materials and that
complex cooling geometries and high temperature mate-
rials can be used to enhance their performance.
Two generic tile-based divertor concept models have
been assessed. Each highlights geometric features enabled
by AM and, in order to show the potential for high
temperature operation using materials facilitated by AM,
both employ tantalum as the structural material. Prelim-
inary analytical comparisons are drawn, showing that
these types of concepts are worthy of further investigation,
showing performance, cost, and operational benefits,
despite their preliminary nature.
The maturity of the additive manufacturing of refractory
materials for fusion applications, a detailed assessment
of the suitability of refractory metals such as tantalum
as structural materials for divertor components, or the
status of ongoing testing of additive manufactured divertor
concepts have not been discussed as they are presented
in parallel publications currently in preparation, although
trial builds of test components have begun, as shown in
10.
Figure 10: Small-pipe concept test build in tantalum
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Abstract
The design of components able to extract high heat fluxes at high temperatures is critical for the realisation of commercial
fusion power. Additive manufacturing (AM) has been identified as a means to facilitate the realisation of advanced
concepts using cooled structures with complex internal geometries designed to optimise heat transfer performance.
Tungsten is the leading candidate for plasma-facing armour for these components, but other refractory alloys show
promise for use within the cooled substructure, allowing higher temperature operation than current water cooled designs.
To this end, several projects are working towards the AM of high heat flux components for fusion, both connected to
and prompted by the recently concluded European FP7 “AMAZE” project (Additive Manufacturing Aiming Towards
Zero Waste and Efficient Production of High-Tech Metal Products).
This paper introduces the context and scope of these projects including a brief review of related capability and
applications. Details are then given of progress made on laser powder bed fusion of elemental tungsten, vanadium,
molybdenum, and tantalum. The case is made for a broad and holistic approach to development with the aim of
identifying key technological challenges throughout the manufacturing and qualification lifecycle. A brief introduction
is also given to additional work on wire and arc additive manufacturing and electron beam melting.
For each process and material, an initial characterisation of the available feedstock has been carried out before
progressing to parametric build trials seeking to optimise density and microstructure. Thermomechanical material testing
has followed, with a focus on using small samples. The manufacture and testing of a number prototypes of representative
geometry and scale is then described. Finally, the current state of the art is summarised and the perceived outlook for
future work is presented.
Word count: 287
Keywords: refractory, additive manufacturing, fusion, high heat flux, divertor
1. Introduction
1.1. Fusion high heat flux components
The generation of electricity from the energy released
by nuclear fusion promises abundant, clean, and inher-
ently safe power to help meet an increasing global
demand in the face of environmental and economic
concerns. Magnetic confinement fusion employing a high-
temperature deuterium-tritium plasma contained in a
toroidal device known as a tokamak is currently the most
mature technology for achieving fusion reactions at power-
plant relevant scales [1].
∗Corresponding Author
Email address: david.hancock@ukaea.uk (David Hancock)
The design, production, and qualification of plasma-
facing components able to extract high heat fluxes at
high temperatures is critical for the realisation of commer-
cial fusion power using a tokamak. The most demanding
of these, the divertor target, must be able to survive
steady state heat fluxes of the order of 10 MW m−2 and
transient loads of two to three times this value in the form
of energetic particles while at the same time minimising
contamination of the fusion plasma and without absorbing
the tritium fuel essential for maintaining the reaction. In
order to maximise plant availability and reduce mainte-
nance costs and time, the lifetime of these compo-
nents must be several years [2]. Demands on reliability,
maintainability, and inspection are equally challenging,
Figure 1: ITER-like tungsten and copper alloy “monoblock” design
used in WEST [5]
particularly given the need to meet stringent nuclear
design standards and satisfy the relevant regulatory bodies
[3].
Current fusion experiments employ tungsten blocks
joined to a dispersion strengthened copper alloy tube as
their divertor target, as shown in figure 1. Irradiation
induced material property degradation and the desire for
improved performance as described above renders these
concepts unsuitable for long-term use in a demonstration
fusion power plant [4].
For advanced concepts, tungsten remains the leading
candidate for the plasma-facing armour due to its high
melting point, high sputtering resistance, vacuum compat-
ibility, low activation, and low tritium absorption, but
materials other than copper are being explored for use
within the cooled substructure. Recent work has shown
that previously discounted refractory alloys including
those based on tantalum, molybdenum, and vanadium are
worthy of re-evaluation when considering new technology
and fresh priorities [6]. Additive Manufacturing (AM) has
been identified as a means to facilitate the realisation of
these concepts, allowing the inclusion of complex cooling
geometries to further enhance performance [7].
1.2. Current status of refractory metal AM and AM for
fusion
AM as a potential technology is gaining traction
within the fusion community with two components already
installed in JET [8, 9] and has been proposed as a possible
manufacturing route for blanket and first wall compo-
nents [10, 11] but these have been generally limited to
materials more widely used outside fusion with an estab-
lished processing route, such as steel and nickel alloys.
AM of tungsten for divertor applications has been
proposed, though reported progress has been limited and
the emphasis has been on deliberately creating porous
material in which liquid lithium can be carried, rather
than as a pressure-retaining structure [12]. Outside
the fusion community, there are a significant number
of reports of laser powder bed fusion of pure tungsten
[13, 14, 15, 16, 17] and tungsten with small additions of
tantalum for increased ductility [18]. Commercially, AM
is inceasingly used to produce complex tungsten struc-
tures for shielding applications, for example collimators
for medical imaging (e.g. [19]), although for these, once
nearly full density has been achieved, little study has been
carried out on thermal or structural properties.
Efforts to process molybdenum for fusion applications
using a 200 W laser system have this far failed to achieve
full density [20], but more recently Wang et al. have
reported more success, including a degree of crack suppres-
sion using interlocking scanning strategies [21].
Vanadium alloys, regularly proposed as an alterna-
tive material for fusion structures, have also recently been
processed with promising early results [22].
Among the refractory metals, the most success
producing dense, crack free material has been reported
with tantalum [23, 24, 25, 26]. Deliberately porous
material has been produded as both components and
coatings for biomedical applications [27] and complex solid
tantalum propulsion components have been built for a
space propulsion system [28]. Although other specific
details are not published, defense and automotive applica-
tions are thought to be other active areas of development,
particularly for high-temperature heat exchangers.
The bulk of work has been focussed on elemental
material, although trials have been undertaken with
WTaMoNb high entropy alloys [29].
Efforts to qualify AM for the fission industry are
also ongoing, with engagement from ASME and ISO,
though these are currently primarily limited to conven-
tional materials.
1.3. Projects and scope
In the light of all this, work is being carried out
towards the AM of prototype refractory metal high heat
flux components for fusion applications. In order to strate-
gically identify the most critical issues associated with
deploying this technology, these projects have addressed
multiple stages of the lifecycle in parallel from material
supply to concept validation with the aim of both demon-
strating the potential benefits of employing AM and identi-
fying critical gaps in the supply and manufacturing chain.
This paper aims to bring together a summary of some
of these recent collaborative efforts and to determine the
state of the art to identify the most significant research
needs.
Much of this work was originated through the recently
concluded European FP7 “AMAZE” project (Additive
Manufacturing Aiming Towards Zero Waste and Efficient
Production of High-Tech Metal Products); a collaborative
research and development consortium aiming to deliver
the technological capability for rapid production of large
defect-free metallic components for use in high-tech sectors
[30].
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Within AMAZE, work was structured around the
production and testing of a number of prototype parts.
End-user consortium partners set requirements and
provided a design for a component identified as suitable
for AM. Other partners within the consortium variously
focussed on theoretical and practical development of the
AM processes themselves (including laser powder bed
fusion (LPBF), electron beam melting (EBM) or wire-
arc additive manufacturing (WAAM)), producing either
material test coupons or the components themselves.
Others carried out material characterisation including
thermomechanical testing.
For the fusion-specific prototype, effort surrounded
the production of a series of increasingly advanced high
heat flux elements, introducing more complex geometry
and challenging material combinations as the project
progressed. Where possible, representative performance
testing of these prototypes was carried out using a bespoke
high heat flux facility as detailed in chapter 5.
In addition to work contributing to AMAZE and since
the formal conclusion of that project, work has been
undertaken to continue to explore alternative manufac-
turing techniques, materials, and geometries. In partic-
ular, initial comparative trials of LPBF of tungsten and
molybdenum were carried out using pulsed and continuous
laser systems before the start of AMAZE, and tantalum
has been developed as an alternative promising candi-
date material subsequently. Investigations into under-
lying causes of grain boundary cracking of the more brittle
materials are ongoing, with investigations of possible
mitigation strategies and alloying solutions. Contribu-
tions to the corpus of material testing data for these
materials are also ongoing, particularly focused on compar-
isons between as-built AM and conventional material.
The production of a promising functionally graded inter-
face between tungsten, molybdenum, and tantalum using
WAAM during the latter stages of AMAZE is also
prompting further investigation.
Full details of progress on EBM and WAAM are being
reported elsewhere, and so this paper will be limited to
focus on strategy and LPBF work.
2. Process Development
2.1. Rationale
When developing the AM processes, the method used
here has been to characterise general attributes of the
currently available feedstock, investigate build parame-
ters for one or more combination of feedstock and AM
platform, and then progress to representative size and
shape parts, material test coupons, and prototype compo-
nents immediately. This method provides a first pass at
establishing feasibility, seeks to identify any previously
unforeseen fundamental difficulties, and highlights critical
areas for strategically targeted further development.
At this stage, the availability of refractory powders
suitable for AM is limited to a very small number of
suppliers and elemental metals. There has been significant
investigative effort expended and much debate ongoing
about the most important attributes for AM powder, but
the avoidance of unwanted impurities and the need for
powder to flow and spread well on the build platform
are universally agreed. Given the relative paucity of
supplier options, an in-depth characterisation of the avail-
able material beyond simple morphology and chemical
analysis was deemed premature, pending maturation of
the supply chain.
Likewise, the large variability between AM platforms
and poor characterisation or definition of input settings
(even when considering similar machines) renders absolute
definition of “ideal” build parameters matched to theoret-
ical modelling impractical without a much more exten-
sive research programme which would duplicate ongoing
work both in modelling (e.g. [31]) and in-situ monitoring
[32]. This uncertainty is compounded by the well publi-
cised effects of part size, geometry, orientation, location
within the build envelope, and proximity to other compo-
nents (e.g. [33, 34]).
The aforementioned overview approach, therefore,
gives indication of feasibility of material processing at
relevant part size and type in new materials with the avail-
able resources and without duplicating existing research.
2.2. Method
First, the feedstock was assessed for physical morphology.
General size and shape has been qualitatively determined
by optical and electron microscopy. Flow properties (as a
metric for ease of spreading) have then been evaluated by
Hall flow, Hausner ratio and Carr index.
Secondly, design of experiments (DoE) has been used
to determine build parameters on increasingly representa-
tive parts, beginning with small 10 mm to 15 mm cubes.
Starting parameters have been selected on the basis of
prior experience as well as first principle estimates of the
required energy density to achieve melting.
Two approaches for calculating energy density have
been considered. The first calculates volumetric energy
density (Evol) as a function of laser power (P ), scan speed
(vscan), layer thickness (l), and hatch spacing (h) as shown
in equation 1.
Evol =
P
vscan · l · h (1)
The second approach takes into account laser spot
radius (rbeam), and calculates a linear volumetric energy
density (Evol,linear) as shown in equation 2.
Evol,linear =
P
vscan · pi · r2beam
(2)
For pulsed laser systems such as those produced by
Renishaw, an effective scan speed can be calculated as
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shown in equation 3, allowing a degree of direct compar-
ison with continuous beam systems.
veffective =
(
exposure time
point distance
+
1
idle speed
)−1
(3)
Preliminary trials explored variations in scanning
strategy, hatch spacing and layer thickness, as well as beam
speed, power, and spot radius. Later builds reduced the
number of variables, maintaining a consistent layer thick-
ness of order powder size and hatch spacing of order twice
beam diameter. Since hatch spacing and layer thickness
were similar for most of the build trials, while spot size
varied more significantly as outlined below, the second
approach for calculating energy (equation 2) was used
while determining a threshold for consolidation.
Part density has been used as the primary assessment
metric for the DoE, using Archimedes and optical measure-
ments on sections. Surface finish has been evaluated quali-
tatively as a secondary metric for overall build quality,
where multiple combinations of parameters with similar
energy densities produced similar part densities.
A custom Python package, SLMtools [35], has been
created and used as a combined data organisation struc-
ture, visualisation tool, and predictive toolbox throughout
this process. Written in Python 3, this is an exten-
sible, hierarchical, object-oriented package with classes for
buildset (multiple related builds to be compared), build
parameters, material, and part details. This data can
be written to and read from a range of data formats
including Microsoft spreadsheets and the open, language-
independent, JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format
[36]. Calculation tools included provide simple weld
pool modelling, normalised and volumetric energy density
calculations and parameter comparisons and conversions
between pulsed and steady state laser systems to allow
a degree of predictive capability. Input parameters and
results such as part density can be visually plotted and
tabulated using included methods.
Once density has been optimised and is more than 95%
of parent material, more rigorous microscopy, including
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), has been used to
determine whether cracking has occurred, and if so, the
process has been iterated.
Using the best parameters from this exercise, material
testing coupons and more representative geometries have
been built. For larger parts it has been found that a
slight reduction in overall power density has improved
build quality. This can be accounted for by the greater
cumulative power and resulting higher temperature of the
parts during the build process.
The limited powder quantities available, particularly of
vanadium, heavily restricted the number of builds possible
and placed very tight constraints on the number of tests
that could be carried out. In order to make the most
efficient use of the feedstock, to standardize (as far as
possible) the builds between materials, and to stream-
line the procedures used in preparation for high heat flux
testing, two standard build plates were proposed: the first
produces a full set of material test coupon types, and the
second includes a subset of coupons with one or more high-
heat flux elements. Figure 2 shows labelled diagrams of
the designs and photographs of two example builds. A
pressure test “thimble” was used in early trials to deter-
mine leak tightness and structural integrity without the
need for a larger part. Test builds in aluminium allowed
trials of part removal and post-machining techniques
and allowed modifications to be made to optimise these
processes.
2.3. LPBF tungsten
Plasma spherodised powder from LPW1 with a size
distribution of 40µm to 55 µm was used throughout the
development of LPBF tungsten. Figure 3 shows its spher-
ical shape, lack of satellites, and few fine particles.
The selection of this feedstock and initial build parame-
ters drew significantly from prior (unpublished) work using
a pulsed 200 W Renishaw SLM1252. These parameters are
given in table 1, and the scan strategy used was a simple
“meander” with a 60° rotation between layers.
Table 1: Renishaw tungsten build parameters
P 200W
rbeam 25µm
h 50µm
l 30µm
veffective 135mms
−1
Initially promising indications of densities of over
90% for 10 mm cubes prompted an immediate attempt
to demonstrate fusion-relevant geometries, as detailed in
section 4. This proved unsustainable for larger parts
without increased laser power, however, due to limited
ability to reduce effective beam velocity. Subsequent laser
profiling suggests actual power may have been as low as
170 W. Figure 4 shows a typical cross section for one of
these early parts, showing high porosity and poor powder
consolidation due to incomplete melting.
Subsequent work employed a continuous 400 W
Concept Laser M2 Cusing3. Although using parameters
given in table 2 with a 5 mm “checkerboard” scan strategy
produced densities approaching 100% to be achieved,
persistent grain boundary cracking was observed as shown
in figure 5.
Ongoing work seeks to identify and suppress the under-
lying causes of this, while providing the material testing
1https://www.lpwtechnology.com/
2https:/www.renishaw.com
3https://www.concept-laser.de/
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(a) Material testing test plate design
(b) Material testing test plate (Vanadium)
(c) High heat flux test plate design
(d) High heat flux test plate (Molybdenum)
Figure 2: Material testing and high heat flux test build plates
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Figure 3: Optical micrograph of LPW tungsten powder
Figure 4: SEM image of typically porous tungsten
achieved with Renishaw 125
Table 2: M2 tungsten build parameters
P 300W
rbeam 42.5 µm
h 45 µm
l 30 µm
vscan 950mms
−1
Figure 5: Dense but cracked tungsten
achieved with Concept Laser M2 Cusing
samples described in section 3 as a baseline from which to
measure improvements in properties. Three strategies in
particular are being pursued: reducing the oxygen content
in powder and build atmosphere which acts as a barrier to
consolidation, raising bed temperature to reduce residual
stresses causing cracking, and including small quantities
of alloying material to enhance ductility.
Since this work was carried out, a number of other
attempts to produce LBPF tungsten have been discovered.
Similar results have been reported, i.e. achieving densi-
ties in excess of 97%, but with similar persistent grain-
boundary cracking [16, 14]. Claims of crack-free material
have not yet been supported by published data.
2.4. LPBF molybdenum
A wider range of powder sources was available for
molybdenum, with two separate batches supplied by TLS
with slightly different size distributions, one by Tekna4,
and a fourth by HC Starck5. Figure 6 shows electron
microscopy images of these, showing the variability of size
distribution and morphology.
(a) TLS 1 (b) TLS 2
(c) Tekna (d) HC Starck
Figure 6: SEM images of molybdenum powders
Measurements of flow properties using apparent and
tap densities showed similar behaviour between the TLS
and Tekna powders, with Hausner ratios of approximately
1.1 and Carr indices between 7.4 and 8 respectively,
suggesting good flowabilty across all the batches. A large
number of agglomerated particles in the HC Starck powder
led to it being excluded prior to the flow studies.
For molybdenum, preliminary trials were also carried
out using the 200W pulsed laser Renishaw platform, but
with limited success, achieving densities of approximately
4https://www.tekna.com
5https://www.hcstarck.com
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90%, and with significant cracking. Subsequent testing
was then carried out using the same Concept Laser M2 as
above.
Figure 7 shows a graph of component density against
volumetric energy density for the design of experiments
parameter trials carried out using the M2.
Figure 7: Molybdenum part density vs volumetric energy density
Uncertainties in laser absolute power for the Renishaw
system and beam profile for the Concept Laser M2 render
absolute interpretation of these figures impossible, but a
consolidation threshold is clear at around 200 J mm−3 with
a gradual reduction in density above this value.
Figure 8 shows a SEM image of the level of density
and consolidation achieved using parameters given in table
3. Density is approximately 98% according to archimedes
testing, but cracking continues to be evident along grain
boundaries.
Table 3: M2 molybdenum build parameters
P 300W
rbeam 75 µm
h 112 µm
l 30 µm
vscan 600mms
−1
Oxidation and residual stress are again proposed as the
primary causes of this cracking and so as well as improved
atmosphere control and heated build chamber, a range of
post build heat treatments have been explored. The open
porosity caused by the crack network renders Hot Isostatic
Pressing (HIP) challenging without canning components,
and even if closed porosity could be achieved, the resulting
high pressure inside pores would be likely to cause re-
opening of voids at the elevated temperatures at which
Figure 8: Optical micrograph of LPBF molybdenum
these components are likely to be operated. Microwave
sintering has also been suggested as a means of post build
heat treatment, though it would not be possible to achieve
the penetration depth into larger parts needed for uniform
heating at the high frequencies used.
2.5. LPBF vanadium
Initial process trials of pure vanadium under AMAZE,
again using the Concept Laser M2 Cusing, were promising,
with the parameters in table 4 producing material with
high density and little cracking, as shown in figure 10.
Table 4: M2 vanadium build parameters
P 200W
rbeam 75µm
h 112 µm
l 30µm
vscan 1000mms
−1
A limited quantity of powder was available, however,
and limited subsequent builds to a single design of experi-
ments trial and two sets of material testing coupons. The
latter builds were only partially successful due to powder
leakage during build in one case and significant delamina-
tion between build plate and components in the other, as
shown in figure 9.
A number of test coupons were successfully extracted
retained and some small punch testing was carried out as
reported in section 3.6.
2.6. LPBF Tantalum
Two tantalum powders were analysed. The first,
supplied by HC Starck was a mechanically reduced powder
with a size distribution of 20 µm to 40µm. The second
powder was spherodised and supplied by LPW using
material produced by Metalysis6 and had a size range
6https://www.metalysis.com
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(a) Delamination of vanadium test build
(b) Results of powder leakage from vanadium test build
Figure 9: Vanadium test plates
Figure 10: Optical micrograph image of LPBF vanadium
of 30 µm to 60 µm. Figure 11 shows optical micrographs
of both, demonstrating the similar size distribution but
significantly different morphologies.
Both powders showed very poor flow properties during
Hall flow testing. This was as expected for the mechani-
cally reduced morphology, but it is possible that the spher-
ical powder had been subject to moisture contamination.
After allowing the LPW powder to dry in an inert argon
atmosphere, a Hausner ratio of 1.1, Carr index of 8.7 and
Hall flow of 12 s per 50 g were recorded.
Despite the poor flow properties, initial trials with the
(a) HC Starck Ta powder (b) LPW Ta powder
Figure 11: SEM images of tantalum powders
mechanically reduced powder achieved densities of 97.5%
with no obvious cracking. Higher densities (approaching
99%) were achieved with the spherical powder at slightly
lower power, as shown in figure 12.
Figure 12: Density vs Energy Density Graph
Build trials varied power between 200 W and 400 W
and scan speed between 50 m s−1 and 1500 m s−1. A
replacement of the laser optics partway through the
project reduced the beam radius from 75 µm to 42.5 µm
for later builds. Figure 13 shows an image of 98% dense
tantalum, achieved using parameters given in table 5.
Table 5: M2 tantalum build parameters
P 400W
rbeam 42.5 µm
h 45µm
l 30µm
vscan 1500mms
−1
Unfortunately, problems with recoater blade damage
reduced the number of successfully build components,
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Figure 13: Optical micrograph of as-built tantalum
although some geometric trials were achieved as detailed
in section 4.
2.7. EBM of copper and tungsten
In order to allow a direct performance comparison
between conventional and AM material and demonstra-
tion parts, EBM was used to produce copper structural
components and material testing coupons.
Full details of feedstock characterisation and process
development are published elsewhere (including [37]), and
so this paper will be limited to a report of component
manufacture and testing as described in section 4. It
is worth noting, however, that consistency of purity in
supplied powder was poor, and so the success of builds
was somewhat unpredictable.
Separate from AMAZE, parallel work to develop
the EBM of tungsten has shown significant promise for
producing dense, crack free material7. The process inher-
ently operates at a higher temperature than laser powder
bed fusion, reducing the residual stress between layers
and remaining above the DBTT even for slightly oxidised
material. By building entirely in a vacuum, the chance of
oxidation is also significantly reduced.
3. Material Testing
3.1. Rationale
The limited quantity of material available and large
amount of variability between builds has thus far
prevented an extensive or statistically significant assess-
ment of thermomechanical properties for AM refractories
at their current state of development. Work has, nonethe-
less, begun to identify the most appropriate and strategic
methods for characterising performance of these materials
and to draw a metaphorical line in the sand from which
progress can be made towards parent properties or which
highlights the need to investigate alternative alloys.
A subset of critical properties has been investigated,
focussing on those relevant for fusion high heat flux
7Results awaiting publication.
components. In particular, the desire was to understand
basic thermal and mechanical behaviour at high tempera-
ture, namely strength, thermal conductivity, and thermal
expansion. Given the small volume of material being
produced, small scale testing has been used exclusively.
This also allows the possiblity of including testing coupons
for these techniques into build plates for components in
the future or for addition of features into parts from which
monitoring samples could be taken throughout the lifetime
of a part.
In order to characterise the mechanical properties of
these materials at high temperature, testing must be
carried out in an inert atmosphere or vacuum to avoid
oxidation. The limited availabilty of suitable testing equip-
ment, the small volume of available material, and the
desire to identify the most effective testing method has
led to the trial of a number of techniques outlined below.
This material data has been collated and stored using
a new python library (materialtools [38]), based around
the MatML markup language [39]. This library allows
comparison from different sources as well as automated
import, interpretation and visualisation of raw data from
a number of material testing machines used throughout
the project.
3.2. Dilatometry
Thermal expansion measurements were carried out on
a small number of 6 mm diameter × 20 mm long cylin-
drical samples of as-built LPBF tungsten, molybdenum,
and tantalum using a NETZSCH DIL 402C dilatometer in
a nitrogen atmosphere with a temperature ramp rate of
20 ◦C min−1. The resulting strain and thermal expansion
coefficient data are shown in figure 14.
These graphs show large variability in material proper-
ties even between parts built at the same time with the
same parameters, and most samples show significant varia-
tion between the heating and cooling cycles. The samples
were unpolished and it is likely that additional error was
introduced by friction within the testing apparatus due to
its horizontal orientation.
Despite the limited number of samples and poor quality
of the data all three materials demonstrate similar bulk
thermal expansion properties to ideal material, partic-
ularly on the cooling stroke, but there are consistently
unexpected volume changes in the tungsten and tantalum
which cannot be accounted for purely by friction.
The volume reduction in the tungsten after the first
heating cycle (figure 14a) is of the order of the expected
porosity in the as-built material and may be attributed
to partial closing of pores, but the phenomenon begins at
roughly 500 ◦C to 600 ◦C which is significantly lower than
the temperature at which sintering would be expected to
occur and will need further work to understand.
Conversely, there appears to be an increase in volume
in the tantalum samples at a similar temperature (figure
14c). One possible cause is the presence of a non bcc phase,
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(a) Tungsten strain (b) Tungsten thermal expansion coefficient
(c) Tantalum strain (d) Tantalum thermal expansion coefficient
(e) Molybdenum strain (f) Molybdenum thermal expansion coefficient
Figure 14: Results of thermal expansion measurements
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e.g. the tetragonal β phase described in [40, 41] which is
frequently produced by thin-film deposition or a hexag-
onal ω phase which has been produced under extreme laser
deformation [42].
3.3. Laser Flash Analysis
Diffusivity measurements were carried out using a
NETZSCH LFA 457 laser flash analyser on tungsten,
molybdenum, and tantalum from the same builds as
the dilatometry. Samples were coated with graphite to
increase absorption and reduce reflection and measure-
ments were made in an argon atmosphere. Measure-
ments were made between 50 ◦C and 850 ◦C at 50 ◦C inter-
vals with results from 5 shots at each interval averaged.
Conductivity was calculated from diffusivity using a refer-
ence value for specific heat.
The small sample size (12.2 mm diameter, ≈2 mm thick
discs) allowed a larger number of samples to be tested, but
a similar level of variability in the data was seen, as shown
in figure 15.
The tungsten showed a consistently lower thermal
conductivity than ideal, with the closest values neither
at the top nor bottom of the build volume. This is in
keeping with the increased level of cracking seen in these
regions. Partial densification would not be expected to
have as significant effect on thermal conductivity as on
the dilatometry results, and while there is some evidence
of an increase in conductivity, this could be accounted for
by the change in geometry affecting the calculation.
The large increase in calculated thermal conductivity
of some of the tantalum at 600 ◦C, if caused by the phase
change described above, can be accounted for by a combi-
nation of the higher actual conductivity of the bcc phase.
A larger number of molybdenum samples were tested,
including four built in a horizontal orientation allowing
testing perpendicular to the build direction. Significant
anisotropy (as well as scatter) was seen as shown by
figures 15c and 15d. Conductivity in the build direc-
tion was generally higher than the horizontal measure-
ments, in keeping with observations of cracking anisotropy.
Most samples showed slight increases in measured values
above 600 ◦C similar to the tungsten and tantalum. A
conventional pure molybdenum standard sample measured
using the same equipment shows a similar trend, however,
suggesting an underlying experimental anomaly at this
point. Repeat measurements on the AM material
showed increases in conductivity for all samples, however,
suggesting a heat-treatment effect of some kind, unfortu-
nately unverifiable due to lack of material.
3.4. Small scale tensile
Small scale tensile testing of SLM molybdenum was
attempted using the sample geometry shown in figure 16
but the brittle and porous nature of the samples used
caused them to fail before any significant load was applied
or useful data gathered.
Small scale tensile testing would be more suitable for
higher quality and more ductile materials, and should
certainly be included in ongoing work, but further tests
were deemed spurious pending processing improvements.
3.5. Small bending
Prompted by the brittle nature of the samples, small-
scale four point bending tests were carried out on LBPF
tungsten and tantalum using the bespoke jig shown in
figure 17 in the same load frame as the small punch tests
described below.
This used the same 2 mm x 2.5 mm x 30 mm sample
dimensions used to probabilistically assess brittle tungsten
for divertor applications [43], to allow for comparison.
Unfortunately, equipment failures meant that the data
are not valid and there was a lack of sufficient samples
to repeat the testing.
3.6. Small punch
Small punch testing provides a means to test stress
strain, creep, and brittleness behaviour of small material
samples [44], and while the complex stress-state induced
makes extraction of quantitative absolute material proper-
ties challenging, small punch testing gives an efficient
means to test comparative performance between materials.
In particular, the small sample size and cylindrical
geometry lends itself well to inclusion in AM builds or
in-service monitoring for nuclear applications (e.g. [45]).
Testing has therefore begun to be carried out
comparing conventionally wrought off the shelf material
and the additive materials under discussion. A selection of
these results are shown in in figure 18. The limited volume
of material as yet available prevents a comprehensive and
statistically rigorous analysis of the results, but there is a
clear trend towards higher hardness and brittleness in the
AM material compared to wrought.
4. Component Manufacture
4.1. Geometry trials
Promising process development and a limited quantity
of available powder prompted early trials of test geometries
in vanadium, including the small pipe parts shown in figure
19. These were built with the small channels horizontal
to deliberately demonstrate how a rougher surface could
be induced in the region where the resulting convective
heat transfer enhancement would be most beneficial. For
AMAZE, subsequent work on vanadium was halted in
favour of molybdenum and tungsten due to availability of
powder and the requirement for a higher thermal conduc-
tivity for the specific designs being pursued.
Despite initially low densities and subsequent persis-
tent cracking, complex parts were successfully produced
in tungsten using the Renishaw SLM. Figure 20 shows an
early concept for an enclosed pin-fin type heat exchanger
structure and 21 shows a gyroid geometry which has high
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(a) Tungsten (b) Tantalum
(c) Molybdenum (horizontal) (d) Molybdenum (vertical)
Figure 15: Results of thermal conductivity measurements
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Figure 16: Sample geometry used for tensile testing
Figure 17: Small four-point bending test equipment
structural rigidity with open channels suitable for a more
porous-type concept.
Figure 2d above shows the high heat flux test plate
built in molybdenum. A simple block geometry, the
dimensions for which are shown in 22, was to be used
for comparative testing with conventional and AM copper
components described below, but unfortunately the level
of cracking prevented sufficient vacuum and water leak
tightness for testing to proceed.
Figure 23 shows a tantalum build plate containing a
series of small components used to test the production of
thin-walled geometries at a range of radii, a selection of
material testing coupons, and two pressure-thimble struc-
tures. Recoater blade damage towards the end of the build
resulted in the rough surface and deep striations shown,
but nonetheless some components with wall thicknesses of
0.5 mm were successfully produced and some dilatometer
and laser flash samples were extracted for testing.
Figure 24 shows a concept geometry and as-built test
part for a multiple small pipe high heat flux element
using tantalum. This part shows the feasibility of
complex internal geometries and associated thermome-
chanical analysis has shown that concepts of this type show
promise for advantages over conventional concepts [7].
Slight modifications were made to the concept geometry
shown in figure 24a to reduce overhangs in the larger voids
and external radii were added to reduce overall material
use and build time. Despite an interrupted build caused
by a loss of power to the machine, the part completed
successfully.
4.2. High Heat Flux Demonstrators
Successfully manufacturing subcomponents with the
desired geometry and material properties using AM is
not enough. These subcomponents must be successfully
integrated with their various interfaces and their perfor-
mance proven. In the case of fusion high heat flux compo-
nents, the cooled substructure must be joined to armour,
to coolant pipework, and possibly to support substruc-
ture. Where the cooling geometry employed cannot
be manufactured via conventional techniques, analytical
performance predictions must be validated experimen-
tally. Under AMAZE, prototype demonstrator compo-
nents were manufactured and a small experimental facility
was designed and built for high heat flux testing with an
explicit emphasis on rapid and cost-effective validation of
advanced concepts and manufacturing processes.
Parts were built in copper using conventional machining
and EBM using the geometry in figure 22. These copper
components were then brazed to a conventional tungsten
tile and copper pipework using a single-pass vacuum
braze cycle. The prototype assemblies were then helium
leak tested, hydrostatically pressure tested, and subjected
to heat loads of order 5 MW m−2 using this facility,
named HIVE (Heating by Induction to Verify Extremes).
Temperature rises were monitored with embedded and
surface mounted components and the results mapped to
analytical values. One of the AM components is shown in
HIVE under HHF testing in figure 25. The direct compar-
isons between AM and conventional components suggested
that the rough surface of the AM parts enhanced convec-
tive heat transfer by as much as 20%, but that the lower
thermal conductivity of the AM material counteracted this
performance enhancement. Further details of the HIVE
facility and these test results are given in [46].
A more complex cooled copper component was then
produced (shown in figure 26). This geometry aimed
to demonstrate the performance benefits of small pipe
concepts generated under AMAZE, as well as integrating
a LPBF tungsten tile to produce a “fully AM” prototype.
EBM requires a pre-heat cycle to partially sinter the
powder before fully melting each layer, and the require-
ment to remove this pre-sintered powder limited the design
to larger diameter cooling channels than initially intended
and the design had to include near line-of-sight to these
channels from each end to allow access for a small brush.
Unfortunately, while geometrical tolerances were good
and the braze cycle appeared successful, the assembly as
a whole failed to meet the vacuum leak tightness require-
ments for testing in HIVE.
5. Conclusions
5.1. Overview
This paper has presented a summary of a selec-
tion of recent work to progress the maturity of additive
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(a) Vanadium (b) Tantalum
(c) Tungsten
Figure 18: Results of small punch testing
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Figure 19: Vandadium small pipe test parts
Figure 20: Tungsten pin-fin test part
Figure 21: Tungsten gyroid test part
Figure 22: Simple high heat flux testpiece dimensions
Figure 23: Tantalum geometry trial buildplate
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(a) Manifolded small pipe geometry
(b) Tantalum manifolded small pipe test part
Figure 24: Tantalum manifolded small pipe concept
Figure 25: EBM copper and wrought tungsten
“simple” HHF demonstrator in HIVE
manufacturing of high temperature materials for high heat
flux applications in fusion reactors, particularly focussed
on LPBF of elemental refractory metals, with refer-
ence to related work using WAAM and EBM and to
high heat flux testing of AM copper prototypes. The
case has been made for a broad and holistic approach,
addressing every phase of the AM process from feedstock
supply to prototype testing, recognising that lessons
learned upstream of a particular stage can usefully inform
technological requirements and research priorities. This
approach has been demonstrated through the examination
of available powder feedstock for a number of materials,
process development using these materials on two separate
LPBF machines, limited but informative thermomechan-
ical material testing, representative part manufacture, and
component assembly and high heat flux testing.
5.2. State of the art
The field is a rapidly progressing one, rendering
attempts to comprehensively or accurately identify the
current state of the art challenging, but it is useful to
record the authors’ observations nonetheless:
As the leading candidate for plasma-facing armour
material, tungsten will almost certainly be a signifi-
cant part of any fusion power plant, and so interest in
advanced manufacturing techniques is likely to remain
high. Tungsten’s high thermal conductivity, high melting
point, ready oxidation, and brittleness render LPBF
extremely challenging, however. With sufficient input
energy, nearly fully dense material is relatively readily
achievable, but cracking remains a persistent hurdle
currently preventing use for cooled structures or complex
shapes. EBM or alloying with more ductile elements
may be promising alternatives, but results are preliminary.
For bulk material deposition, WAAM produces attractive
grain structure and may be a means to repair damaged
armour tiles in-situ or provide a means to function-
ally grade joints during manufacture if cracking at the
substrate can be overcome.
Progress with LPBF of molybdenum has been similar
to that with tungsten; near ideal densities have been
achieved, while cracking and oxidation remain issues.
Molybdenum’s lower melting point may mean that a
heated bed in combination with better atmosphere control
may improve matters, and reports to this effect are
starting to informally emerge. In the meantime, molyb-
denum’s high activation in a fusion neutron environment
continue to render it a less than ideal candidate material,
and unless molybdenum based alloys with vastly superior
mechanical properties emerge, there is unlikely to be signif-
icant desire for further research.
Despite initially showing promise, development of
LPBF vanadium suffered from a lack of available powder,
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(a) Geometry
(b) Assembled part
Figure 26: AMAZE small pipe demonstrator
and was subsequently placed on hold in favour of materials
with higher thermal conductivities. On the other hand,
early results have been separately reported with more
fusion-specific vanadium alloys [22, 47].
Results for LPBF tantalum are more encouraging, with
early builds appearing nearly fully dense and crack free.
Despite the limited number of builds carried out, complex
geometries have been built and some early material testing
has been carried out. The latter has shown that there may
be non-bcc phases produced by the AM process which will
need to be carefully considered for future work.
EBM of copper has primarily been used thus far to
compare AM with conventional material in simple high
heat flux trials, but the ability to produce complex cooled
geometries in copper could prove of use where high perfor-
mance but lower bulk temperature cooled components are
needed. Reliability does not yet meet requirements for in
service use, partly caused by uncertainty in powder quality,
but in the future it could be a tool for characterising more
complex cooling geometries prior to concept development
in more challenging materials.
5.3. Outlook and future research needs
The argument for a broad and shallow approach has
been justified in a number of ways and a clear list of
challenges and opportunities for AM of fusion high heat
flux materials are emerging. The current growth of interest
in AM across industry sectors provides an opportunity
for end-users with shared requirements to work with one
another and with material and powder suppliers, AM
platform manufacturers, and regulatory bodies to estab-
lish requirements and collaboratively undertake mutually
beneficial research. Some of the key issues identified below
are becoming more general consensus and “public knowl-
edge” within the wider AM community, but others are
more fusion and refractory specific:
Material choice.
In focussing on elemental materials, rather than alloys,
progress has been limited by the inherent brittleness
and propensity for oxidation of a number of candidates.
Tungsten, tantalum, vanadium and molybdenum alloys
have all been proposed for fusion applications, but few
have specifically been designed for fusion, fewer are avail-
able in the form needed for AM, and none are specifically
optimised for producing high quality AM parts.
An opportunity therefore exists for AM specific alloy
development for fusion applications. This could, in
the first instance be focussed on enhanced ductility and
reduced oxygen pickup during manufacture. Unlike
aerospace, where a large body of data already exists for
baseline materials such as Ti-6Al-4V and renders the intro-
duction of new alloys unattractive, no such body exists for
fusion and the window remains (for the moment) open to
the introduction of new candidates.
AM technology choice.
Each of the AM technologies discussed show separate
strengths and weaknesses for use in fusion applications.
LPBF has clear advantages for complex cooling geome-
tries where conventional machining would not be feasible
but significant work is needed to reduce cracking in brittle
materials and improve consistency in material properties.
EBM shows promise with tungsten and is relatively mature
with copper but cooled structures need careful design to
remove sintered powder which may counteract the benefits
of using AM. WAAM, on the other hand, cannot currently
produce complex internal geometries but may prove very
effective for depositing armour material with favourable
grain structure, for producing functionally graded joints
between armour and cooled substructure, and possibly for
in-situ repair.
Recognising that no single AM technology is perfect
for all applications within fusion enables a more targeted
and pragmatic approach to their deployment to support
specific engineering needs.
Powder requirements and availability.
If AM is to be accepted as a viable technology for deploying
in a future generation of fusion power plants, there must
be a well established supply chain of consistently high
quality powders suitable for AM in relevant materials at
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economic cost and scale. In the meantime, there is a need
to clarify to suppliers the materials and powder charac-
teristics needed, which are likely to be application specific
rather than universal.
Machine parameters.
It has become clear that in comparison to more estab-
lished AM materials, the process window for successfully
producing refractory metals is extremely narrow, particu-
larly for LPBF, and achieving satisfactory results across
build platforms and material batches may be impractical
even if uncertainties in build parameters can be resolved.
It is possible to begin to identify a number of emerging
requirements for AM of refractory metals: Details of laser
parameters including power and scanning methodology
must be extremely well understood and well controlled.
The build chamber atmosphere must be free from contam-
inants, particularly oxygen. It is becoming evident that
there is likely to be a need to pre-heat the substrate, ideally
to a significant fraction of the melting temperature of the
material. Finally, it may be necessary to vary the build
parameters significantly over the duration of a build and
for different sizes and orientations of parts to ensure a more
consistent thermal history throughout the component.
This, in turn, will require close collaboration between
AM platform manufacturers and end users, and unless this
real-time tailoring of build parameters can be automati-
cally carried out based on in-situ build monitoring, will
require an openness which works counter to the trend
of “AM as a package” where powder and set parameters
are sold to an end user with the machine. In addition,
the development of more stringent atmospheric monitoring
and integration of high temperature build chamber heating
would ideally be carried out in partnership with AM
suppliers to produce platforms specifically designed for
these high temperature materials.
Post build heat treatments.
The series of activities reported in this paper have made
little effort to consider the use of post-build heat treat-
ments. This decision was initially made anticipating that
the goal of further sintering and densification would be
difficult to achieve at temperatures possible in the vacuum
furnaces available. The impact on material testing of
this choice has been marked, however, with clear evolu-
tion of properties as samples have been thermally cycled.
Extended and repeat testing has not been carried out on
all material, both due to lack of volume of material and of
resource availability within the projects.
It is clear that not only will a thorough investigation of
the underlying causes of the material property evolution
shown in section 3 be required, but it is possible that more
favourable properties will be achieved with post-build heat
treatment at even modest temperatures.
Testing techniques.
The thermomechanical material testing described in this
paper sought to demonstrate the feasibility of character-
ising fundamental properties of AM material compared
to conventional material using small samples well suited
to inclusion in component builds or as in-service health
monitoring tokens. The high degree of scatter in the data,
while largely the result of inconsistency in the material due
to unoptimised build processing, also highlights the need
for both a more extensive testing programme to ensure
statistical significance and to explore the underlying causes
of a number of anomalous phenomena and the immaturity
of some of the testing techniques themselves, particularly
small punch testing.
Component design validation, performance testing,
and qualification are also needed; this is particularly the
case where AM introduces design features which cannot
be duplicated using traditional manufacturing techniques.
Small-scale validation facilities such as HIVE provide an
efficient means to carry out design screening and optimisa-
tion during the development phase prior to more extensive
qualification programmes.
Joining.
The joint between armour and cooled structure is typically
the point of most frequent failure for fusion high heat
flux components [48]. Using traditional methods such as
brazing or welding to join AM and conventional material
together has proven relatively straightforward within the
scope of the work described here, but will require in-
depth characterisation to confirm and qualify. On the
other hand, the possibility of functionally grading this
joint using AM provides a potential mitigation strategy
for dissimilar metal joints and WAAM has already been
demonstrated as a possible route, but will require more
development to refine the technique.
The strategic nature of the integration of joining and
advanced manufacturing has been identified as part of
the recently launched UK National Fusion Technology
Platform (NaFTeP) [49], and there will be a dedicated
Joining and Advanced Manufacturing (JAM) laboratory
within the new Fusion Technology Facility (FTF) designed
for this purpose.
Codes and standards.
Codes and standards for AM are being actively developed
(e.g. by ASTM Committee F42 and ISO/TC 261) but a
more pro-active role must be taken to ensure fusion and
nuclear specific needs are represented at every stage to
ensure that relevant materials and particular requirements
are included.
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Abstract
The development of improved designs for components which will be subject to high heat fluxes has been identified as
a critical challenge for the realisation of commercial fusion power. This paper presents details of a facility which allows
early verification of thermofluid and thermomechananical performance of prototype components and enables comparison
between concepts and manufacturing methods. This provides a validation step between in silico design and analysis and
high-cost particle beam testing which is the usual qualification method for fusion high heat flux components.
As part of AMAZE, an European FP7 project aiming to grow confidence in additive manufacturing, prototype
divertor structural and armour elements were manufactured in copper and tungsten respectively using both conventional
machining and a range of AM techniques. In order to assess the comparative performance of these conventional and
AM prototypes, a small high heat flux facility has been designed and built at the Culham Centre for Fusion Energy
in Oxfordshire. This facility, HIVE (Heating by Induction to Verify Extremes), consists of a 45 kW high frequency
induction heating system, 200 ◦C, 20 bar closed-loop water cooling, a 500 mm diameter vacuum vessel, and bespoke control
and instrumentation system. Water flow, temperature, and pressure transducers provide calorimetry and thermofluid
performance measurement, while embedded thermocouples and thermal imagery allow comparisons with finite element
thermal models and between samples.
The design and key features of this facility and the results of testing carried out under AMAZE are presented,
highlighting both the promise of AM as a manufacturing technique for fusion high heat flux components and the value of
these low-cost, short-timescale tests in initial down-selection and preliminary validation of concepts. In addition, future
plans for HIVE are presented, including other test campaigns post-AMAZE and associated diagnostic and operational
upgrades.
Keywords: additive manufacturing, fusion, high heat flux, divertor, DEMO, testing
1. Introduction
The development of improved designs for components
with higher heat flux handling capability (>20 MW m−2),
longer in-service lifetimes (2–3 full-power years), and
better thermal efficiency has been identified as a critical
challenge for the realisation of commercial fusion power
[1]. To meet this need, concepts have been developed
for the divertor target, which range from incremental
modifications to the baseline solution to be used for
the ITER tokamak experiment currently under construc-
tion [2], employing a CuCrZr pipe and W monoblock
[3], to more novel concepts employing additive manufac-
turing (AM) of refractory metals as structural and armour
materials and employing high temperature coolants [4].
This broad approach to concept generation ranging from
conservative to advanced gives breadth to the community
and balances the risks associated with novel designs with
the potential for significant performance enhancement.
∗Corresponding Author
Email address: david.hancock@ukaea.uk (David Hancock)
1.1. Current testing options
The qualification process for fusion high heat flux
concepts must involve representative testing. Typically,
this includes high heat flux testing using either an electron
beam facility such as JUDITH II [5], IDTF [6], or FE200
[7] or an ion beam facility such as GLADIS [8], or Magnum-
PSI [9]. Linsmeier et al. [10] give a thorough overview of
these and more. These facilities simulate the particle fluxes
to which the component is subjected in a fusion device and
typically include water or gas cooling at high pressure and
temperature. They are particularly well suited to provide
detailed data about failure mechanisms in the armour
material and damage due to plasma-surface interactions.
They include thermal imagery to confirm performance and
integrity, and have been used to qualify by experiment
components for which design by analysis has not been
feasible [11]. The rigour and scale of these tests, however
comes at a significant cost and this inevitably impacts the
scope for innovation and in some cases the ability to under-
take large numbers of experiments either to cover the full
range of load cases or to improve statistical significance of
data gathered.
1.2. Objectives of the HIVE facility
This paper presents the details of the HIVE facility
(Heating by Induction to Verify Extremes), designed
to allow early verification of thermofluid and thermo-
mechananical performance of high heat flux components
and to allow comparison between concepts and manufac-
turing methods, typically prior to full component qualifica-
tion or investigations of plasma surface interactions using
the facilities described above.
This approach is particularly attractive when investi-
gating concepts produced via additive manufacturing as
it allows a rapid evaluation of concepts which can include
novel features or materials and can quantitatively measure
the impact of geometric or material property variation.
In addition, the ability to carry out high numbers of
thermal cycles allows the investigation of thermomechani-
cally induced damage mechanisms, including the potential
to carry out interrupted testing to explore the evolution of
this damage. The primary goals of HIVE are as follows:
 to test components under fusion relevant surface heat
fluxes in vacuum.
 to provide a high degree of flexibility of component
architecture.
 to provide verification of the feasibility of concept
designs which use advanced manufacturing processes
— specifically to compare the thermal and mechan-
ical behaviour of cooled components to modelling
and to compare results from novel and convention-
ally manufactured components.
 to minimise facility capital and operational costs
while allowing scope for future upgrades.
HIVE’s initial function has been to assess the compara-
tive performance of conventionally manufactured and AM
prototypes produced as part of the AMAZE project. This
was a European FP7 project involving a wide range of
industrial and academic partners aiming to grow confi-
dence in AM. Prototype divertor structural elements
were manufactured in copper using both conventional
machining and electron beam melting (EBM), a powder
based additive layer process. Tungsten armour tiles were
also manufactured using laser powder bed and wire-arc
(WAAM) techniques, with the aim of comparing their
performance to rolled plate.
Details of the design and key features of the facility
are given below as well as the results of testing carried out
under AMAZE. This highlights both the promise of AM as
a manufacturing technique for fusion high heat flux compo-
nents and the value of these low-cost, short-timescale
tests in initial down-selection and preliminary validation
of concepts. In addition, future plans for HIVE are
presented, including other test campaigns post-AMAZE
and associated diagnostic and operational upgrades.
http://amazeproject.eu
2. The HIVE facility
2.1. Overview
Central to the design rationale of HIVE has been the
desire to employ commercial off-the-shelf systems as far
as possible. This is to ensure robustness of performance
and reliability, to reduce design overheads, and to provide
access to ongoing maintenance and repair. Furthermore,
capacity has been included wherever possible for upgrade
and extension to allow increases in performance or alter-
ations in usage in the future. Figure 1 shows an overview of
the HIVE facility, the core elements of which are described
in more detail in the following sections.
2.2. Location and infrastructure
HIVE is located within a building adjacent to the Joint
European Torus (JET) on the Culham Science Centre
site in Oxfordshire, UK, with existing power and services
infrastructure, in close proximity to extensive specialist
workshop facilities. This has not only provided significant
capital cost savings during the procurement and commis-
sioning phase of the facility, but will continue to ensure
affordable and timely access to technical support for users
in the periods leading up to and during operations.
Power is provided directly from the existing 415 V
three-phase supply, with two dedicated feeds installed
to supply the high-power requirements of heating and
cooling systems and to support the remaining subsystems
including the control cubicle and vacuum system. Steel
support frames have been manufactured to support the
vacuum vessel and heating workhead, and to provide a
location for maintenance work to be carried out on the
vessel lid assembly, including installation of the sample,
coil, and instrumentation.
2.3. Vacuum vessel and sample mounting
The heart of HIVE is a small, bespoke 500 mm
diameter by 500 mm high vacuum vessel shown in figure 2.
Designed and tested to a leak rate less than 10−9 mbar l s−1
it is also rated to a positive test pressure of 2 bar absolute,
due to the need to retain integrity in the case of sample
failure and coolant leak.
A 0.5 bar burst disk with an outlet to the building
exterior provides passive protection limiting the possible
overpressure in the event of such a failure. Pumping is
provided by a 240 l s−1 turbomolecular pump with the aim
of providing sufficiently high vacuum to duplicate differen-
tial pressures and to minimise oxidation of components at
elevated temperatures. Without baking the vessel, HIVE
currently operates at 2× 10−7 mbar.
Three 100 mm diameter and one 200 mm diameter
equatorially-located ports provide a range of viewing
angles through optical and IR transparent windows, while
vacuum pumping and monitoring are located on a further
two ports.
Figure 3 shows how the test piece and associated
service connections are all mounted on the removable
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(a) Maintenance frame and control PC
(b) (from left to right) water supply, induction heating, vacuum
vessel, and control cubicle
Figure 1: Overview of the HIVE facility
Figure 2: The HIVE vacuum vessel
vacuum vessel lid, allowing maintenance and assembly
to be carried out on a conveniently located maintenance
frame located adjacent to the vacuum vessel itself.
2.4. Heating
Heating is provided by a 45 kW, 50 kHz to 150 kHz
induction heating system supplied by Ambrell Induction
Heating Ltd.*. As currently configured, this system
provides up to approximately 8 kW of heating power at
80 kHz to the test sample via direct coupling, using a
pancake coil arrangement as shown in figure 4.
Coupling efficiency of this kind of coil arrangement
is theoretically 25 % – 30 % [12], and factory acceptance
*https://www.ambrell.com
testing has confirmed performance at this level achieving
to up to 12 kW delivered, equating to 30 MW m−2 for
an uncooled 20 mm square tungsten piece, but power
and pulse length is limited by the current cabling and
feedthrough arrangements.
Coils for this system have been designed and procured
for a range of sample sizes between 20 mm and 50 mm
square, leading to incident heat fluxes between 5 MW m−2
for the largest samples and 20 MW m−2 for the smallest,
allowing for modest transmission losses.
Operation at high frequency ensures that induced
current density in the sample surface penetrates less than
1 mm into the surface, simulating a surface heat load
similar to divertor and first wall conditions. If accept-
able uniformity of heat flux at the armour-structure inter-
3
Figure 3: View of vacuum vessel lid from below
showing coil and sample mounting arrangement
face of a particular concept cannot be achieved by careful
coil shaping and placement, increasing the tungsten thick-
ness slightly will provide a more uniform heat distribution
at this interface due to the tungsten’s high conductivity,
though consideration will need to be made of any resulting
impact on component stresses. In addition, this will
prevent the direct measurement of peak tungsten temper-
atures and surface temperature distributions. Alterna-
tively, indirect heating can be employed, as has been used
elsewhere [13], though this will significantly reduce the
heat flux available.
2.5. Cooling
Water is supplied at up to 80 l/min between ambient
pressure and temperature and 200 ◦C at 20 bar by a closed-
loop Temperature Control Unit (TCU) from ICS Cool
Energy Ltd coupled with an external 20 kW chiller. Flow
is controlled manually using a combination of in-line and
bypass valves. DN40 stainless steel pipework provides
low pressure drop between the TCU and flexible quick-
release connections to the interface with the test sample.
Pneumatically actuated shut-off valves minimise water loss
and steam generation in the event of sample failure and
pressure relief in the TCU provides additional protection
against overpressure. Water temperature, pressure, and
flow rate are monitored as described in section 2.6 to
provide calorimetry and flow characterisation. The site-
supplied water used in the system is chemically monitored
and replaced regularly as required.
https://www.icscoolenergy.com
2.6. Instrumentation and control
Instrumentation and control are managed through a
local cubicle containing a National Instruments RIO with
a range of modules to handle the digital and analogue
inputs and control signals needed. This, in turn, is
controlled via a custom LabViewTM GUI on a local PC.
Installed capacity is larger than current requirements
giving scope for further expansion as upgrades occur.
Safety aspects of the facility are designed to be exclu-
sively passive, but plant protection logic is included on
the inbuilt FPGA giving low latency, deterministic protec-
tion. The cubicle has full control of the heating, cooling,
and vacuum systems, as well as the ability to control shut-
off valves in the water line and a gate valve between the
vacuum vessel and turbo pump.
Water flow-rate and inlet and outlet pressure and
temperature measurements from the TCU are supple-
mented by high-accuracy transducers placed in-line close
to the sample. Sample temperatures are monitored by a
combination of IR thermography and K-type thermocou-
ples mounted externally and percussion welded into drilled
pockets using well established JET practice. Heating
power and frequency are recorded from the RF generator
itself. Vacuum monitoring employs a combination Pirani
and inverted magnetron wide range gauge for pressure
measurement and a residual gas analyser for leak testing
and detection of outgassed material has recently been
installed.
http://www.ni.com
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(a) side view (b) front view
Figure 4: Coil and sample arrangement side and front views
3. Commissioning and first results
As outlined in section 1, the motivation for creating
HIVE was primarily driven by the desire to test AM high
heat flux components for the AMAZE project. However,
in order to allow safe commissioning, characterisation
of the performance of HIVE, calibration of transducers,
and direct comparisons between AM and conventional
technology, a stepwise approach was taken to test compo-
nent design, beginning with a well understood combina-
tion of materials, cooling geometry, and manufacturing
techniques before aiming to progress to a fully AM refrac-
tory component with complex cooling geometry. Unfor-
tunately, due to limitations of the additive processes used
and project time constraints, only the first steps along this
progression have been completed to date. Further details
of the design and manufacture of the additive components
for AMAZE are included in [4] and chapter 4.
3.1. Sample design and manufacture
First, a simple, conventionally manufactured “commis-
sioning” sample was tested to the rear and sides of
which a number of thermocouples were percussion welded.
This was subsequently followed by a similar component
with embedded rather than surface mounted thermo-
couples and finally a component in which the copper
block was manufactured by researchers at FAU Erlangen
using electron beam melting on an ARCAM system [14].
These parts, the geometry of which is shown in figure 5,
consisted of a 30 mm × 20 mm × 50 mm copper block
brazed to 10 mm internal diameter copper feed pipes and
30 mm × 30 mm × 5 mm tungsten armour.
The vacuum brazing technique developed for this
component and tested on both AM and conventional
material allowed the joining of both pipes and armour to
the central copper block in a single brazing cycle.
Prior to installation in HIVE, these components were
helium leak tested to 10−9 mbar l s−1 and hydraulically
Figure 5: Geometry used for HIVE commissioning and AMAZE
testing
pressure tested to 40 bar at room temperature. The calcu-
lation of test pressure (Equation 1) is drawn from the
ITER structural design criteria for in-vessel components
[15],
Pt = 1.25Pd
Sm(Tt)
Sm(Td)
(1)
where Pt and Pd are test pressure and design pressure
respectively and Sm(Tt) and Sm(Tp) are the allowable
stresses at test and design temperatures. This allows
verification of component integrity at elevated tempera-
ture with testing at room temperature.
It is important to note that, in contrast to the final
AMAZE concepts, the geometry chosen for comparison
is not optimised for high performance and is limited by
the low operational window of the pure copper structure,
the simple pipe cooling geometry, and the high thermal
mismatch stress at the copper-tungsten interface.
3.2. Testing method
An operational window was defined for test compo-
nents based on finite element analysis and heat transfer
correlations in accordance with established methods for
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ITER components [16]. In this case, conservative limits
were applied using margins to critical heat flux and plastic
strain in the copper component. These limits were then
converted to operational limits defined by coolant param-
eters and measured temperatures in both structure and
coolant.
Samples were subjected to heat fluxes up to 3 MW m−2
with coolant at 20 ◦C and 50 ◦C and the resulting temper-
ature distributions were compared to one another and
to empirical calculations and the aforementioned finite
element models. Figure 6 shows indicative thermal and
visual imagery of one such component under test in HIVE.
(a) Visible
(b) IR
Figure 6: Visible and IR images of AMAZE AM component being
tested in HIVE under low heat flux
Data was recorded from a total of six K-type thermo-
couples: four embedded in pockets in the copper and two
mounted on the rear surface. Figure 7 shows the location
of the thermocouple used for comparison of maximum
sample temperature.
Figure 8 shows a representative signal plot during a
typical HIVE pulse, including thermocouple readings and
supplied power§.
§Thermocouples here are given a three letter designation
describing location within the sample: (t)op, (m)iddle, (b)ottom;
Figure 7: Thermocouple location and illustration of heat flux
peaking (midplane cross section)
Figure 8: HIVE pulse graphs
3.3. Results
Figure 9 shows the maximum temperature in the
copper structure at the point described above with varying
power, given the same coolant conditions for each sample
(in this case 50 ◦C water with a flow rate of 40 l/min).
1D analytical calculations varying copper thermal conduc-
tivity and heat transfer coefficient were used to plot struc-
tural temperature vs input power and were compared with
the experimental data to determine the driving mecha-
nisms for performance differences between the AM and
conventional components. An additional correction factor
was used to take into account the non-uniformity of the
applied heating.
The increased peak structural temperature of up to
15 ◦C shows that the AM sample does not perform as
well as the conventional. The modelling suggests that the
primary cause of this degradation is likely to be significant
decrease in the thermal conductivity of the component by
(i)nlet, (m)iddle, (o)utlet; and (f)ront or (b)ack. Power is as reported
at the generator, before transmission losses which, in this case, were
as much as 90%.
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Figure 9: Maximum temperature increase in AM and conventional high heat flux samples
with delivered power, compared to 1D analytical estimates
approximately 60 %. This reduction in thermal conduc-
tivity has yet to be compared with material property
testing but although near ideal properties have previ-
ously been reported when sufficiently pure raw material
is used[17], in this case significant phosphorous impurities
were found to be present in the powder used, and this
is likely to be a contributing factor to a reduction in the
conductivity of the copper. Impurities cannot completely
explain the degree of reduction, however. The vacuum-
tightness and low outgssing of the sample suggests there
is not signifcant porosity, and so there are likely to be
additional factors involved. The most likely candidate is
poor braze wetting at the copper-tungsten interface — to
be confirmed by post-test sectioning and examination.
Applying a 20 % increase in the heat transfer coeffi-
cient between additive and conventional samples to the
analytical calculation results in a further improvement in
the correlation between modelling and experiment. This
corresponds reasonably well to analytical estimates based
on surface roughnesses of around 50 µm, similar in magni-
tude to the size of powder used, but will need to be
verified by further testing. The difference in temperature
readings between top and bottom thermocouples shown
in figure 8 is the result of misalignment in the heating
coil for this particular sample and improved coil design
and placement have been shown to improve this signifi-
cantly in subsequent tests. Uncertainties in calculating the
applied heating distribution are the subject of an ongoing
investigation and effects such as variation in braze joint
quality are not included in the modelling, so will need to
be resolved before the conclusions presented above can be
considered more than preliminary.
4. Future work
4.1. Castellated tiles
Divertor tile armour is typically castellated to reduce
thermal stress and to lengthen paths for induced currents
during disruptions. A test programme is therefore
underway to investigate the impact of such castellations
on induction heating efficiency and homogeneity of heat
flux with the existing coil design in HIVE. Figure 10 shows
images of this testing.
4.2. Ongoing proposals
Water cooled tests were the primary goal of HIVE,
but uncooled tests during commissioning highlighted the
usefulness of in-vacuum thermal cycling and plans are in
place to investigate a number of tungsten coating technolo-
gies including vacuum plasma spraying, cold spray, and
electrodeposition. The modular nature of the cooling
system has also prompted proposals for CFD validation
experiments and tests using alternative coolants, including
nanofluids.
4.3. Upgrades and inclusion in new facilities
Future work will be supported by more detailed virtual
engineering modelling and enhanced diagnostics, including
high resolution IR thermography, digital image correla-
tion measurements of strain, and spectroscopy of any
outgassing from samples. A wider programme of upgrades,
including integration into a newly announced Fusion
Technology Facility (FTF) at UKAEA Culham, itself
part of the more significant National Fusion Technology
Platform (NFTP), includes the potential for duplicating
the core concept of HIVE as a small component validation
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(a) Visible
(b) IR
Figure 10: Visible and IR images of an uncooled castellated
tungsten tile being tested at 1000 ◦C
platform to allow parallel and extended duration testing
under a range of conditions.
5. Conclusions
HIVE, a new small high heat flux facility has been
designed and built at the Culham Centre for Fusion
Energy. This facility provides a strategic resource, lying
between in silico design and analysis and full scale particle
beam or plasma-surface interaction testing. In partic-
ular, HIVE has demonstrated low operational and capital
cost, high flexibility, and rapid sample turnover. HIVE
has been used to test the first fully additively manufac-
tured divertor target element prototype as part of the
AMAZE project. These tests have provided direct compar-
ison between additive and conventional components, using
a simple, well-understood cooling geometry.
Performance degradation in the additive sample has
been attributed to 60 % lower thermal conductivity in
the EBM copper compared to the conventional material,
though evidence from empirical calculations points towards
up to 20 % increased convective heat transfer due to the
rough internal surfaces. Further research is required,
however, to verify these conclusions.
Future upgrades to HIVE, in part facilitated by its key
role in the UK fusion technology research programme, are
planned to extend its capability and a number of exper-
imental campaigns are planned to demonstrate HIVE’s
potential contribution to a range of fusion and related
applications.
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1 Conclusions
Improved high heat flux component design and realisation is one of the most keenly felt challenges on the path to
commercialisation of fusion energy. AM is an emerging technology with the potential to facilitate novel designs and
the use of new materials. This project has aimed to address the former need with the latter solution. Recognising that
both fusion high heat flux component design and additive manufacturing are highly multidisciplinary and integrated
problems, the project has adopted a broad and holistic approach addressing as many aspects of the problem as possible
in parallel. To achieve this, the core research activities have been material selection, geometry design, AM process
development, and concept validation and testing. New approaches for undertaking each of these have been proposed
and demonstrated and tools and methodologies developed for future use while simultaneously adding to the general
corpus of knowledge at each stage. Detailed conclusions have been given at the conclusion of each of the previous
chapters, and so rather than duplicate those explanations, a collection and summary of more general outcomes are
given here:
Material choice
Baseline high heat flux designs for current and future fusion devices draw from a limited palette of materials; principally
the result of historical inertia and a linear approach to selection criteria with an emphasis on avoiding brittleness and
activation. By systematically listing these criteria (including practical considerations including cost, availability, and
manufacturability), then re-evaluating and applying a more parallel approach with more of an emphasis on high
temperature operation, compatibility with tungsten armour, and advanced manufacturing techniques including AM,
new alternatives have presented themselves. In particular, a number of refractory metals including those based
on tungsten, tantalum, molybdenum and vanadium have emerged or re-emerged as potential candidates worthy of
consideration.
This process has focussed on elemental and unirradiated materials, but has highlighted the potential performance
increases that could be achieved by developing refractory alloys specifically tailored for fusion and AM applications and
has shown the inevitable compromises that must be made in the absence of an ideal solution, particularly (and most
controversially) when it comes to choosing materials on the basis of their activation under irradiation. An additional
compromise that is likely to be necessary is acknowledging the inevitability of embrittlement under irradiation and
exposure to hydrogen and helium, and recognising that high performance designs are likely to require new design and
analysis tools to accommodate this. The lack of fusion relevant (i.e. 14 MeV neutron) irradiated data for current
candidate materials is not news to anyone designing for fusion, but it is hoped that even with the limited time and
resources available space is made within the various research programmes for including some of the refractory alloys
proposed here.
Geometry design
The freedom of geometry that AM provides, while by no means unlimited, vastly widens the potential range of concepts
available to high heat flux designers. Although currently a costly alternative to traditional techniques in many cases,
the materials under consideration have very high melting points and are generally very difficult to machine, forge, or
cast. In addition, AM (and LPBF in particular) enables complex internal geometries with the potential of improved
heat transfer and thermohydraulic performance over current designs. Beyond these, additional potential gains include
the possibility of functionally grading joints between dissimilar materials, the inclusion of integrated manifolding to
reduce joints overall, and the reduction of total material used which in turn reduces raw material cost, wastage, and
the weight of parts which must be manipulated by remote handling.
This project has aimed to demonstrate that such freedom of material and geometry can indeed lead to higher
performance and/or provide these additional benefits. Rather than present a complete prototype, two sample geome-
tries have been developed representing two different concept families. The first uses multiple small cooling channels to
provide higher heat transfer, more even cooling, and lower structural stress. The second uses a pin-fin heat exchanger
concept with similar goals. The analysis has shown the need for optimisation, design refinement, and experimental
validation of heat transfer coefficients and pressure drop relationships before significant heat flux handling improve-
ments from these concepts can be claimed, but has demonstrated their potential nonetheless, particularly in the areas
of high temperature operation. The benefits of reduced overall material use, reduced stress between armour and
substructure, and reduced joint number have been much more clearly shown.
AM process development
Industrial confidence in AM is growing apace in the aerospace and medical fields and to a lesser extent in the automotive
industry but, with a few notable exceptions, the AM of refractory metals as structural materials has yet to be
extensively developed. Having identified the potential for their use in fusion high heat flux components, this project has
contributed to the effort to develop refractory AM prototypes both as part of collaborative efforts and independently.
This project has primarily focussed on LPBF of tungsten, molybdenum, and tantalum, while partners have progressed
LPBF of vanadium, EBM of copper and tungsten, and WAAM of tungsten, molybdenum, and tantalum. The state
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of the art of these technologies has been summarised, and key research needs identified. A broad approach has been
adopted examining each aspect of the process from feedstock to prototype testing.
Each AM technology (namely LPBF, EBM, and WAAM) have been shown to have different strengths and weak-
nesses with differing potential applications as a result. The ability to produce complex internal geometries with fine
tolerances makes LPBF most attractive for cooled structures. For depositing armour material quickly both for initial
manufacture and repair, WAAM shows promise. EBM has been a useful tool for producing test geometries in copper
and may prove more successful than LPBF with tungsten if a method can be found for removing powder from small
channels.
The lack of a robust refractory powder supply chain has hampered progress, but by attempting to undertake build
trials, material testing, geometry trials, and component testing even with the limited quantity and variable quality
of the powder available, it has been shown that simply having high quality powder will not immediately facilitate
high quality AM material. Persistent cracking in molybdenum and tantalum has been an ongoing challenge for this
project and similar difficulties have been reported elsewhere. Strategies for preventing this have been identified,
including heating the build platform to reduce residual stresses, improving atmosphere control to reduce oxidation,
and including alloying elements to improve ductility. The desire for a higher temperature heated bed and better
atmosphere control suggest the need for an AM platform more specifically tailored for high temperature materials.
This is further supported by the mounting evidence that these materials have a particularly narrow processing window
and are less forgiving of variable laser parameters than e.g. titanium alloys or steel. An AM platform focussed on
high temperature materials would, therefore, also need very well defined and fine grained build parameter control.
The scope of this project prevented investigation of post build heat treatment. There is some evidence from
preliminary results in this project that even relatively low temperature heating may be of use in improving density,
though the data is sparse. Tantalum, in particular, also showed evidence of unexpected phases present in as-built
material and care will needed to take this into account for future work.
The adoption of AM across industries is being supported by corresponding work to develop applicable codes and
standards. This is not yet the case for AM for nuclear fusion, though nuclear fission has begun to consider AM in
some cases. If AM parts are to be included in DEMO or subsequent commercial fusion power plants, early inclusion
in standards is vital, best achieved by pro-active involvement by fusion researchers in existing standards committees.
Concept validation and testing
Concepts introducing complex cooling geometries, new materials, and new manufacturing techniques all together
require some kind of experimental feasibility testing and validation before they can begin to be considered as serious
candidates and effort can be expended to progress their technology readiness level through more extensive repre-
sentative testing and comprehensive qualification. In addition, AM lends itself well to quick turnover of concept
prototypes and experimental validation alongside analytical predictions.
This project has sought to build confidence in fusion high heat flux concepts employing AM by developing and
demonstrating a small high heat flux testing facility specifically designed for this purpose. The HIVE facility employs
a combination of largely off-the shelf subsystems to provide a robust and cost-effective technology and component vali-
dation tool for evaluating water-cooled high heat flux components in vacuum. Comparison tests between conventional
and AM copper and tungsten components have been undertaken, using simple well-understood geometries. Analytical
calculations have been used to show that the rough surface of the AM parts has improved convective heat transfer by
as much as 20%, though the reduced thermal conductivity of the AM material compared to the conventional reduced
overall heat flux handling capability.
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2 Project Proposals
To assist with meeting the strategic needs identified above, a selection of brief project descriptions are given below to
act as a resource on which to draw for future research.
Development of Refractory Alloys Tailored for use with Additive Manufacturing for Fusion Applica-
tions
Work to develop additive manufacturing (AM) of refractory metals for fusion high heat flux applications has thus
far been limited to elemental materials. Other alloys have been identified, including TZM, V-4Cr-4Ti, and several
Ta alloys developed for space reactor applications such as T-111 and T-222. These (or variants on these) may have
significant advantages over their elemental parents, particularly high temperature ductility, oxidation resistance, and
strength which may improve their suitability both for AM and for use in fusion. This project builds on the expe-
rience of the partners to produce feedstock in the relevant materials and undertake AM process trials. If feasible,
modifications to the alloys will be tried.
AM Process Sensitivity to Feedstock Specification
“Traditional” size, chemistry, and morphology requirements for AM powder are usually “best effort” rather than
defined as windows. Vigorous debate exists about whether these are all equally important and the extent to which
they are wide windows. This project will take a range of powders (possibly for more than one material) with a range
of characteristics and compare the impact of varying parameters. The controlled and tailored production of these
powders may be facilitated by the proprietary capability at partner organisations.
Thermo-fluid optimisation and validation of complex cooling geometries for high heat flux components
enabled by additive manufacturing
Advanced HHF concepts have been suggested as part of AMAZE and other PhD work. Some development and testing
has been carried out but they have not been fully optimised or characterised. This project would employ CFD,
prototyping, and HIVE testing to further develop these advanced HHF concepts.
Development of an additive manufacturing platform for high temperature materials
The majority of commercial interest in LPBF has, thus far, been focussed on aerospace titanium alloys, nickel super-
alloys and steel. More recently, AM of refractory alloys including those based on tungsten, molybdenum, vanadium,
and tantalum has been identified as a potential tool for high temperature applications including fusion reactor high heat
flux components and satellite propulsion. The high melting point, inherent brittleness, and propensity for oxidation of
these materials make it challenging to achieve full densification while simultaneously suppressing of cracking induced
by thermal stress and powder surface contamination. In addition, it has become clear that the processing window
for build parameters may be significantly smaller. Lastly, the high density and cost of refractory powders means that
processing is usually carried out at a smaller scale than, for example titanium.
Overcoming these challenges would be significantly helped by the provision of an AM platform more specifically
tailored to these requirements, perhaps focussing on one or more of the following features: It has been shown that a
heated build platform can be used to suppress residual stress and cracking, but this has been limited to a few hundred
degrees whereas approaching 1000 ◦C would both ensure the ductility of the materials and reduce the thermal gradients
through parts. The degree of atmospheric monitoring and atmosphere control varies between AM manufacturers and
platforms, and improving this or even operating in partial vacuum could contribute to prevention of oxidation. Small
build volume machines are currently available, but these generally come with lower power heating and are more
focussed on precious metals rather than experimental development work. A smaller machine with the capacity for
dense powders and with design features to enable easy cleaning between different materials would further facilitate
refractory metal research.
This project would aim to work either with an AM platform manufacturer or independently to verify the efficacy
of these features and to integrate them into a dedicated AM machine for high temperature materials.
Development of functionally graded refractory metal joints for fusion high heat flux applications using
additive manufacturing
WAAM and powder work under AMAZE to produce a functionally grade joint has shown some promise, but only
preliminary work has been carried out. In particular, the Ta/Mo/W joint at Cranfield could feasibly be optimised.
This project would further support the argument for using refractory metals as structural components and could also
provide some input to the use of WAAM for in-situ repair.
Qualification of additive manufacturing processes for fusion energy applications
Additive manufacturing (AM) has been identified as a promising tool for developing components for fusion energy
applications. AM (particularly of refractory metals) is at a very low technology readiness level (TRL) and to be
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employed for fusion power plant high heat flux components both knowledge and experience of using the technology
in relevant environments must be significantly advanced. AM includes a chain of highly interdependent steps; from
raw material and powder production to component assembly and integration. There are ongoing activities to develop
codes and standards for AM for other industries, including considerations for fission applications. Fusion has its own
distinct needs, particularly relating to the different neutron spectrum, additional vacuum and fusion gas environment,
magnetic fields, and extreme temperatures. This project will develop a proposed series of standards and processes,
identifying similarities between and differences from current work.
4
Appendix A
Software
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Materialtools
Description
Materialtools is a set of modules, objects, and functions to import, export, manipulate, and visualise material
property data written in Python3. Following the MatML standard for material property data, there is a
class for material data, with subclasses for material, property, and parameter. Additional modules provide
import-export, visualisation, and calculation tools including the figures of merit used in chapter 2.
Repository: http://github.com/adlhancock/materialtools
DOI: https://doi.org/10.15131/shef.data.6463043
SLMtools
Description
SLMtools is an extensible, hierarchical, object-oriented package written in Python3 with classes for buildset
(multiple related builds to be compared), build parameters, material, and part details. This data can be
written to and read from a range of data formats including Microsoft spreadsheets and the open, language-
independent, JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format. Calculation tools included provide simple weld
pool modelling, normalised and volumetric energy density calculations and parameter comparisons and
conversions between pulsed and steady state laser systems to allow a degree of predictive capability. Input
parameters and results such as part density can be visualised and tabulated using included methods and
these have been used to support the work reported in chapter 4.
Repository: http://github.com/adlhancock/SLMtools
DOI: https://doi.org/10.15131/shef.data.6463046
HHFtools
Description
HHFtools is a set of modular calculation tools written in Python3 which can be used to provide first order
estimates of thermofluid performance including convective heat transfer and pressure drop for simple high
heat flux components. Heat transfer coefficients are calculated using the same set of equations as has been
used for ITER divertor and first wall design with parameters for simple tubes, swirl tape inserts, rectangular
channels, and hypervapotrons. Similar tools are partially developed for pin-fin arrays and multiple small
channels in parallel. These tools were used for scoping designs described in chapter 3 and also to support
the design of HIVE and preliminary testing as described in chapter 5.
Repository: http://github.com/adlhancock/HHFtools
DOI: https://doi.org/10.15131/shef.data.6463049
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